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FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT
38th Annual Convention and Seminar on Exploration Geophysics
20 - 22 October, 2016, Hyderabad, India.
The Association of Exploration Geophysicists (AEG), is organizing its 38th Annual Convention
and Seminar on Exploration Geophysics during 20-22nd October, 2016 at Hyderabad, India. The
Association has successfully conducted 37 annual meetings and seminars with themes of topical
interest and national importance. AEG seminars are organized in different parts of India to enthuse
and involve geoscientists from various geoscience organizations, academic experts from universities
and IIT’s, practitioners, geoscience service providers and Industry experts and bring them to a
common platform. The seminar is expected to attract geoscientists from India and abroad who will
be presenting technical papers on the state of art practices in geosciences. This seminar will be of
immense value to professional geoscientists, industrial planners, investors, engineering geologists
and research scholars of geosciences. The seminar serves as a unique interdisciplinary platform for
the delegates to enjoy a broad spectrum of geology, geophysics and related technologies in the
technical sessions, poster sessions and exhibition.

Call for Papers
Papers are invited from the participating delegates as per the guidelines of Journal of Geophysics.
The number of papers for the seminar is restricted to 50 Oral presentations. Authors are requested
to send the Abstracts by 15th July, 2016. Acceptance of the abstracts will be communicated by 31st
July, 2016. Authors are requested to submit the full paper before 15th September, 2016. Only
those papers which are received before 15th September, 2016 will be considered for presentation in
the seminar. Original scientific contributions are encouraged and invited. Authors are requested to
send the text of the abstract in MS Word by email to aegindiageophysics@yahoo.com.
Communication regarding acceptance of the papers for oral/poster presentation will be sent to the
authors before 30th September, 2016.

Exhibition
An exposition highlighting state of the art techniques, geophysical and allied instruments, service
and products of national and international vendors and geoscience software will be organised
coinciding with the seminar. The exhibition will enable the delegates to gain a comprehensive
overview of the products and services available as well as an opportunity to discuss the latest
developments with representatives from the major companies serving the needs of the exploration
industry. Exhibits are expected to span all the sectors of the exploration industry – petroleum,
minerals, coal, groundwater, engineering and environment. A wide range of publications of AEG and
other institutions will also be exhibited. Exhibitors may contact the AEG to book their exhibition stalls.
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EDITOR’S PAGE
With great pleasure and satisfaction, Association of Exploration Geophysicists (AEG) forwards the Vol.XXXVII No.2
April-June, 2016 issue of the Journal of Geophysics (JOG) to all its members and patrons.
A brief summary on the research contributions in this volume of the journal is given below.
Marine magnetic and bathymetric surveys off Kanyakumari-Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast provided
detailed structural information along parts of the shelf and slope area. In the technical paper on “Inferences from Magnetic
and Bathymetry Surveys off Kanyakumari-Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal” G. V.
Satyanarayana et al., discussed the results of surveys carried onboard R.V Samudra Shaudhikama. The bathymetry data
indicated two terrace like features interpreted to be formed during Holocene period, when the sea level started rising after
last glacial maximum. Corroborating the magnetic anomalies with the free-air gravity, it was inferred that the shelf break
was faulted. Magnetic data indicated a shallow basement of the uplifted block between Manappad and Periyatalai. The
study also indicated a graben feature in the shelf area near the coast in Tiruchendur-Tuticorin sector and a depressional
feature in Tuticorin-Vembar area.
Bappa Mukherjee and P. N. S. Roy, in their article “Comparative Study for Unconventional Tools Application in
Reservoir Characterisations for Bhogpara, N-E, India” analyzed the application of mathematical tools in reservoir
characterization. Two techniques, a combination of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and Fourier transform (FT); and
Walsh transform were used to discern the bed boundaries in wire-line log responses. The bed boundaries are easily detected
and interpreted using these techniques as compared to direct visualization. Based on detailed analysis, it was inferred that
the technique utilizing Walsh transform is superior in interpreting the lithology. The Walsh technique was effective in
handling large data sets and able to detect the thin beds which are difficult to identify by conventional interpretation.
In the technical paper on “Near Surface Velocity Model Building and Statics Application Employing Refraction
Tomography: An Example from Complex Thrust Belt Area of Assam - Arakan Basin, India” Zeba Mannan et al.,
highlighted the role of refraction tomography as an alternative of calculating static model in thrust belt areas. They adopted
an innovative approach combining the robustness of head-wave (delay-time) methods with the flexibility of diving-wave
tomography. Their study demonstrates that the computation of statics using the method of refraction tomography is suitable
for areas with rapid variations in the near surface velocity. The major static anomalies are successfully removed by using
refraction tomography which ensured the correct structural timing of events.
Amar Singh and R.P.Singh in their article “High Gravity Circular anomalies along E-W axis Parallel to Bundel
Khand Tectonic Zone – Significance in Green Field Mineral Exploration” highlighted the application of regional gravity
data and results of the integrated interpretation with airborne magnetic and MT data in identifying favorable zones for
green field mineral exploration along the Bundel Khand tectonic zone (BTZ). The E-W trending BTZ was inferred to be
a vertical to sub-vertical fault/shear by integrating the results of gravity data with MT data and surface geological evidence.
Between Mahoba and Gazipur, the gravity data suggested the upliftment of lower crustal block. The gravity magnetic data
near Bansi area, indicate probable IOCG type mineralization.
Optimal Subsurface Appraisal leads to a development plan that optimizes cost and hydrocarbon recovery. V.Singh et
al., in their article “Optimal Subsurface Appraisal: A Key to Successful Development Project and Better Economics”
developed a systematic approach of appraisal strategy. The workflow designed by them was proven to be highly useful to
improve the understanding of geological model evolution. Their study clearly demonstrate that optimal subsurface appraisal
increase the confidence level of most likely field resources and improve the ability to make timely decisions and whole
cycle project economics under acceptable residual risks.

V.P.Dimri
A.K.Chaturvedi
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Interpretation of Marine Magnetic and Bathymetry Data off
Kanyakumari -Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
G. V. Satyanarayana, R. Singh, *Raja Mukhopadhyay, *M. K. Singh,
*K. G. Mohan, and *Satyendra Baraik
Geological Survey of India, Visakhapatnam, *Mangalore

Abstract
Magnetic and bathymetric surveys have been carried out onboard R.V Samudra Shaudhikama within the territorial
waters off Kanyakumari-Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu coast, in the east coast along eighteen coast perpendicular
transects in NW - SE direction and two coast parallel transects in NE-SW direction.
The surveyed area is part of the shelf and slope with a variation of water depths from around 9 to 525 m. The
bathymetry contours in the study area are in general parallel to coast. The gradient up to 30 m isobath is around 1:926
and beyond 30 m the seafloor slopes steeply towards shelf break in Ovary-Tiruchendur sector. However, the lowest
gradient of 1:1545 is observed near Ovary and highest gradient of 1:471 observed near south of Tuticorin. The shelf
break occurs at around 42 m water depth. Two terrace like features are observed at water depths of 15-20 and 30 m
respectively. They might have been formed during Holocene period, when the sea level started rising after last glacial
maximum. A few coast parallel ridges are noticed at the edge of shelf break. The shelf part off Tiruchendur is slightly
narrow compared to the northern and southern part of the study area. In Tiruchendur-Tuticorin sector the shelf is very
smooth with gentle gradient compared to the southern sector (around 1 in 28). In Tuticorin-Vembar sector, the seafloor
is smooth and gently dipping towards sea with comparatively less gradient after shelf break.
The Magnetic (T.F) anomaly values vary from -350 to 456 nT, i n Ovary-Tiruchendur sector in the south western
part of the surveyed area. High frequency high amplitude magnetic anomalies corroborated well with free-air gravity
high indicates the presence of shallow basement of the uplifted block between Manappad and Periyatalai, compared to
Periyatalai-Ovari block, which is subsided. The sudden change in the gradient of sea bed associated with steep gradient
in magnetic (T.F) anomalies may be due to a faulted shelf break. The high gradient low amplitude negative magnetic
anomalies near the coast off Tiruchendur-Tuticorin in NE-SW direction corroborated with low free-air gravity may be
due to the extended hinterland lineaments associated with down thrown block forming a graben feature in the shelf area.
These lineaments are also responsible for arcuate shape of the coast with widening of the shelf in this area. The low
frequency medium amplitude negative magnetic anomalies extending in NW-SE direction between Tuticorin and Vembar
corroborated with relative low free-air gravity definitely indicates a depressional feature formed due to Mannar Depression.
The structural features identified mostly fault/lineaments trending in NW-SE and NE-SW extending in to the offshore
are clearly brought out by magnetic survey. In the outer shelf and slope area the broad magnetic (T.F) anomalies of high
amplitude and low frequency indicate the presence of Mandapam-Delft ridge. These are all controlled by structural
features mostly fault / lineaments trending in NW-SE and NE-SW on land having possible extensions of former and
parallel of the later in the offshore. Analysis of the magnetic data reveals the basement depth of the set blocks vary from
0.7 to 2.8 km which was ascertained by upward continuation maps of magnetic anomaly to different levels.

Keywords: Bathymetry,Gulf of Mannar, free air gravity.

Introduction
Magnetic and bathymetric surveys have been carried out
onboard R V. Samudra Shudhikama within the territorial
waters off Kanyakumari-Vembar, Gulf of Mannar in the
Tamil Nadu coast (Fig.1). Part of Gulf of Mannar is
investigated by 2D and a limited area by 3D seismic survey
by ONGC. Rao M V et.al., (2010) made an attempt to
identify and define sequence boundaries by integrating
seismic and well data in a part of Gulf of Mannar. A 2D

seismic line in dip direction (NW-SE) crossing the
Mandapam-Delft ridge which passes through a well drilled
up to 3500 m was studied and concluded that the shallow
area of Gulf of Mannar is a sediment depocenter in confined
depositional setting till Late Cretaceous receiving clastic
sediment input both from basin margin towards west and
Mandapam -Delft ridge towards east. The structural features
in this area are mostly fault/lineament trending NW-SE
and NE-SW on land having possible extensions of former
and parallel to the latter in the offshore (Raman M.V.,
Subrahmanyam V., Sarma K.V L N. S., 1995).
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Magnetic and Bathymetric surveys were carried out along
18 coast perpendicular transects in NW to SE direction with
around 5 km traverse interval from south to north of the
surveyed area viz., L-1, L-2, L-3….L-18. Two more
transects parallel to coast are also covered in northeast
to SW (C-1 & C-2) direction (Fig.2).The area is bounded
by Latitudes 8.00° N to 09.25° N and Longitudes 78.00°
E to 79.00°E.

Fig. 1. Location map showing the area surveys off
Kanyakumari-Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu
Coast, Bay of Bengal

Gulf of Mannar is a sub basin comprising of two syn
rift depocentres separated by a southward plunging
Mandapam Delft ridge. The western part forms the
present day shallow waters of Gulf of Mannar. The eastern
part lying between India and Sri Lanka is one of the
deepest depositional troughs of Cauvery Basin (Lal N.K.,
Siawal A. and Kaul K., ONGC 2009). Gulf of Mannar,
sub basin constitutes southeastern offshore part of
Cauvery basin, the southern most of the Mesozoic rift
ba si n s al on g ea st coa st of Indi a . La t e Jur assi c
fragmentation of eastern Gondwanaland into India,
Antarctica and Australia had initiated the Mesozoic rift
basins in the eastern continental margin of India including
Cauvery Basin. Numerous deep extensional faults
developed in NE-SW direction during rifting had initiated
active subsidence that resulted in the formation of graben
and horst blocks which subdivided the Cauvery basin into
many sub basins including Gulf of Mannar (Das S.K,
Phanishekar N., Mahadeven R., (2009) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Cruise track map of Magnetic and Bathymetry surveys of Kanyakumari-Vembar,
Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
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Methodology and Acquisition of Data
The bathymetry survey was carried out using Raytheon
Echo Sounder. This data was recorded at every 3 seconds in
a dedicated buffer instrument. Then the recorded data was
downloaded from buffer to computer. Global Positioning
System (GPS) Furuno make, Japan, was deployed for
navigation of the vessel. During the survey period, by
applying corrections of dx, dy and dz from Beacon receiver
to GPS data the position fixing was done in DGPS mode.
GPS Track maker programme was used to monitor the
navigation.
The magnetic survey has been carried out using Cesium
Vapour magnetometer to understand the sub surface
structures under the seabed. The total magnetic field data is
recorded continuously at an interval of 1 sec. in digital format
using “Mag Log” software. The signal strength is maintained
greater than 600 for steady total magnetic field observations
during survey operation. The online GPS data is interfaced
with “Mag Log” data. Bathymetry data is also recorded from
the altimeter attached to Cesium Vapour Magnetometer. The
observed total field magnetic values and bathymetry data
along with position location are exported to surfer worksheet.
After sorting the data by one minute interval, they are edited
to remove/correct the erroneous values. The edited data are
further corrected using coefficients of IGRF2010 to produce
the total field magnetic anomaly values.

Discussion of Results
Coast perpendicular transects:

Fig. 3. Generalised Structural Map of Cauvery Basin
(after Bhandari and Shukla 1982), Dotted line shows
area surveyed
The shallow area of Gulf of Mannar remained in confined
setting till the end of Cretaceous by which time it got filled
up and sediments started depositing over Mandapam-Delft
ridge. A well drilled on the Mandapam-Delft ridge in NE
direction in the area had encountered a very thin Late
Cretaceous sedimentary cover deposited directly over
granitic basemen t. Th is area attained unconfined
depositional setting thereafter and gradually shallowed up,
shifting the depocenter towards east of Delft ridge (Gulf of
Mannar Deep). The Mannar Basin, which lies between India
and Sri Lanka in water depths ranging up to 3000 m is filled
with 6 sec (TWT) thick sediments of late Jurassic to Recent
with four distinct sequences and the oldest sequence was
deposited during th e initial syn rift phase of basin
development prior to the commencement of seafloor
spreading in the Bay of Bengal (Baillie et al., 2002). This
implies that the sediments in the Mannar Basin are as old as
Early Cretaceous.

The stacked magnetic anomaly and bathymetry profiles
along transects L-1 to L-18 in NW to SE direction
perpendicular to the coast from Kanyakumari to Vembar are
plotted against longitude projected in 1:400000 for detailed
study. The surveyed area is a part of the shelf and slope with
bathymetry variation of 9 to 525 m. The shelf break occurs
at around 42 m of water depth. Based on the seafloor
gradient and character of magnetic anomalies of the
continental shelf and slope regions, the surveyed area is
divided into three sectors viz., Ovary-Tirucherndur,
Tiruchendur-Tuticorin and Tuticorin-Vembar sectors.

Ovary -Tiruchendur Sector (Transects L-1 to L-6):
The magnetic (T.F) anomaly and bathymetry profiles
from transects L-1 to L-6 are presented in the Fig. 4A. The
bathymetry profiles show that the seafloor is uneven and
rugged comprising ridges, knolls and depression of 4 to 5 m
relief at places. A few coast parallel ridges are noticed at the
edge of shelf break. Narrowing of shelf is observed and shelf
break occurs at around 40 m water depth. In the slope area
the gradient of the sea floor after the shelf break is
comparatively steep (around 1 in 9). Beyond 200-300 m
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(approx.) water depth, the gradient will abruptly increases.
High frequency high amplitude magnetic (T.F) anomalies
in the SW part of the profiles are due to shallow basement
indicating the uplifted block between Manappad and
Periyatalai compared to Periyatalai-Ovari, which has
subsided. The high gradient of magnetic anomaly associated
with sudden change in the gradient of sea bed indicates that
the shelf break is faulted. The tendency of increase in
magnetic value towards SE side of the profiles may be the
effect of Mandapam-Delft ridge.

Tiruchendur -Tuticorin sector(Transects L-7 to L-12):
The magnetic (T.F) anomaly profiles along with
bathymetry are presented in Fig. 4B. In sync to the
configuration of coast the bathymetry profiles disposition
is arcuate in shape between Tiruchendur and Tuticorin. Shelf
break occurs at around 42 m. Compared to the southern
sector, the gradient of the slope is less (around 1 in 28). In
this zone, the low amplitude positive magnetic anomaly from
L-9 onwards near to the coast indicates the extension of

Fig.4A. Magnetic (T.F) anomaly and Bathymetry profiles Ovary-Tiruchhendur
sector, Gulf of Mannar,Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
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hinterland formations into the offshore. The high amplitude
negative gradient magnetic anomaly in NE– SW direction
having associated with positive anomalies on either side
indicates a graben feature in the shelf region formed possibly
due to the extension of hinterland lineaments/faults in NESW direction into the offshore resulting widening of the
shelf in this part of the surveyed area. In the outer shelf and
slope area the high amplitude broad magnetic (T.F)
anomalies are the effect of the Mandapam-Delft ridge.

Tuticorin-Vembar sector (Transects L-13 to L-18):
The magnetic (T.F) anomaly profiles along with
bathymetry from transect L-13 to L-18 are presented in Fig.
4C. The bathymetry profiles show that the gradient of the
shelf is very smooth and a ridge like feature is observed
near the shelf break. Shelf break occurs at around 42 m water
depth. The continental slope is gentle and wider towards
north. The broad low magnetic anomaly zone between

Fig.4B. Magnetic (T.F) anomaly and Bathymetry profiles TiruchhendurTuticorin sector, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
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profiles L-13 and L16 indicates Mannar depression. The
increasing tendency of inc the magnetic anomalies in south
eastern part of the profile is due to the presence of
Mandapam-Delph ridge.

Magnetic anomaly contour map:
The magnetic (T.F) anomaly contour map of the area
surveyed is presented in Fig.5. In addition, the bathymetry
contour map and free-air gravity anomaly contour map down
loaded from topex.csd (Sandwell D. T., Smith, W.H.F., 1997)

have been studied for correlation. The Magnetic (T.F)
anomaly values varies from -350 to 456 nT. The magnetic
anomaly contour map is overlaid on free-air gravity anomaly
map (Fig.6) The high amplitude, high frequency magnetic
(T.F) anomalies in the south western part of the zone are
due to shallow basement of the uplifted block between
Manappad and Periyatalai compared to Periyatalai-Ovari
block, which is subsided. The gravity value is also
comparatively high in the uplifted block. In OvaryTiruchendur sector, the sharp gradient of free-air gravity

Fig. 4C. Magnetic (T.F) anomaly and Bathymetry profiles Tuticorin-Vembar
sector, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
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anomaly corroborated with high magnetic anomaly gradient
identified in NNW-SSE direction along with sharp fall in
the bathymetry is a clear indication that shelf break is
associated with fault. The high gradient negative magnetic
anomalies in NE-SW direction near the coast in TiruchendurTuticorin sector corroborated with free-air gravity low is
due to the graben formed between extended hinterland
lineaments in the shelf area. This lineament is also
responsible for the arcuate shape of the coast with widening
of shelf. A magnetic closure of low frequency and negative
anomalies aligned in NW–SE direction in Tuticorin-Vembar
sector is definitely indicates a depression / sub-basin. The
depressional feature between Tuticorin – Vembar with
negative magnetic anomalies having low frequency medium
amplitude extending in NW–SE direction corroborated with
relative free-air gravity low is Mannar Depression. In the
outer shelf and slope area, the broad magnetic (T.F)
anomalies indicates a shallow basement and also the effect
of Mandapam-Delft ridge. The above conclusions are

qualitative interpretation of magnetic data in the area
surveyed.

Spectral Analysis
Quantitative analysis of the magnetic data provide the
support to qualitative interpretation by way of depth to the
magnetic basement also give the direction of faults and
lineaments with displacement depending up on up thrown /
down thrown blocks and horst/ graben structure. Magnetic
anomalies of all the traverses have been subjected to the
spectral analysis by overlapping and shifting window to
obtain depth to the top of the assumed magnetic basement.
It has been observed that top of the magnetic basement of
different blocks varies from 0.7 to 2.8 km. A contour map
is also generated with the data showing sediment thickness
/ depth ( Fig.7 ) of the magnetic basement which can be
directly corelatable with magnetic (T.F) contour map
showing high/low magnetic zones corresponding to horst
and graben structure.

Fig.5. Magnetic (T.F) anomaly contour map with lineaments inferred from Magnetic and Bathymetry surveys
off Kanyakumari-Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
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Fig. 6. Magnetic (T.F) anomaly contour map overlay with Free-air Gravity anomaly off
Kanyakumari-Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal

Fig. 7. Magnetic Basement depth contours from Spectral analysis off Kanyakumari-Vembar,
Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
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Upward Continuation of Magnetic Data
In the present study, the magnetic data is continued
upward to different levels viz., 800m, 2 km and 6 km to
visualize the magnetic effects at different depths (Fig.8).
Fig.8A is the original magnetic map and the upward
continued map Fig.8B to 800m level is placed side by side
to visualize the changes. At 800 m level the contours are
quite smooth. The Mannar depression is closed and
identifiable. The high frequency magnetic anomaly contours

are eliminated in the southern part of the area surveyed near
to the coast. The difference in the magnetic nature of the
southern part from the northern part is more prominent. In
Fig.8C, the upward continuation is of 2 km and in Fig. 8D it
is of 6 km respectively. Hence the information beyond the
depth of 1 km and 3 km can be inferred from the map. With
increasing depth the amplitudes becomes smaller and the
basement features becomes more prominent. The grabben
structure inferred in Tuticorin-Tiruchendur sector is present
in the upward continuation of 2 km indicating the depth to

Fig. 8. Upward continuation maps of Magnetic (T.F) anomaly at different levels off
Kanykumari- Vembar, Gulf of Mannar, Tamil Nadu Coast, Bay of Bengal
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top of this feature is greater than 1 km and its absence in
upward continuation map of 6 km clearly indicates its depth
is less than 3km. The fault, which is inferred from the
bathymetry in the southern part near the steep shelf break,
is more prominent in the upward continuity maps prepared
to different levels. From the continuation map of 6 km
(Fig.8D) it is evident, the fault axis has been shifted to the
eastern side and the Mannar sub basin is more than 3 km
deep and probably deeper than the other structural features
inferred in the area surveyed.. The basement high in the SE
part is more prominent which is indicated by the perfect
closure of the high intensity contour lines.

In Tuticorin-Vembar sector, the seafloor is smooth and
gently dipping towards sea with comparatively less gradient
after shelf break. The low frequency medium amplitude
negative magnetic anomalies extending in NW-SE direction
between Tuticorin and Vembar corroborated with relative
free-air gravity low definitely indicates depressional feature.
This may be due to hinterland extensions of lineaments/faults
in NW-SE direction associated with Mannar Depression.

Conclusions
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Abstract
The detection of bed boundary from several wire line log response is an essential aspects for the oil industries
towards reservoir characterisations. Usually interpreters have carried out such kind of interpretation with the help of
their own experience using various kind of available expensive software’s. In this study we have attempted to do the
same work with the help of few mathematical tools. Here we have used two techniques to discern out the bed boundary.
First one is combination of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and Fourier transform (FT) and second one is Walsh
transform. These bed boundary detection techniques are tested over most commonly used wire-line logs responses, like
Self-potential (SP), Gamma ray (GR) and Resistivity (Latero log deep (LLD)) log. Both of the techniques have faithfully
detected the possible boundaries situated in the selected working depth range. The outcomes of the first technique shows
seven different wave forms, which are the implication of seven different bed boundaries. On the other hand outcomes of
Walsh transform offers possible bed boundaries as well as the thin beds situated in working depth range. In accordance
with the results, Walsh transform is more prolific tool, which can precisely detect the bed boundaries with minimum
chance of miss interpretation.
Key words: Reservoir characterisation, Walsh transform, DWT, Fourier transform

Introduction
Discrimination of bed boundary is a crucial part of
geophysical and geological interpretation, in hydrocarbon
exploration. In conventional methods, geophysical well log
data is used for finding bed boundary and physical properties
of the formation. Well log response, is a continuous record
of measurement made in the borehole and is a response to
the variation in some physical properties of rocks through
which the bore hole is drilled. Generally spontaneous
potential (SP), gamma ray (GR), resistivity (latero-log deep
(LLD)), P- wave velocity, bulk density (RHOB) log response
are used for distinguishing bed boundaries within the
formations. In our study we have used SP, GR, and LLD
wire-line log responses. Particular log response is a
measurement of specific physical parameter of the formation
at a particular sampling interval while in this study 0.1m
has been used, so that the well log response can be treated
as a signal. Several conventional and non-conventional
techniques are used on the well log data in identifying the
lithological interfaces. Throughout interpretation different
interpreters may use their own experience about well logging
and geological knowledge for the area for demarcating
interfaces in the formation, which may provide dissimilar
outcomes from same geological condition (Dewan, 1983;
Hsieh et al., 2005).
Several tech niques and workflows h ave been
recommended and accomplished on bed boundary detection
using well log data by applying Walsh transform, i.e.,

basically the signal (well log data) passed through Walsh
low pass filter (Lanning and Jhonson, 1983). Further Walsh
transform used for automated bed boundary detection (Maiti
and Tiwari, 2005) and log analysis (Doveton, 1986). Even
Walsh transform are used for identifying fracture timefrequency analysis of well logs (Jianping, 2011), gravity
applications (Shaw et al. 1998) and resistivity filtering (Pal,
1991) etc.
Fourier transform (FT) is not appropriate for analysing
non-stationary signals because, if we are having two different
signals, one of them say has n number frequency components
at all times and the other one has the same n frequency
components at different times, where FT of both the signals
would be the same. In such situations we can assume that
some part of the non-stationary signal is stationary, however
this part is very small. So, we break down the signal and
make it small enough to make it into several stationary
signals by using a window function. Width of the window is
chosen in such way that stationarity must be valid within
this width. To study this small portion a revised version of
FT is introduced, which is called as Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT).
STFT analysis of a signal gives improper frequency
resolution because of the window we are using is of finite
length. We don’t get information about the longer frequency
components of the signal and only a band frequency
information is obtained, which is related to the width of the
window. A narrower window provides improper frequency
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resolution but gives a good time resolution. Moreover, wider
window provides poor time resolution but gives a good
frequency resolution. But, a wide window may interrupt the
condition of stationarity. In order to overcome this problem
it is better to use different window functions chosen for
different frequency bands, and hence wavelet transform
comes into the play. Conversely, in order to obtain the
information about both time and frequency, precisely and
simultaneously from a non-stationary signal the wavelet
transform is a very helpful tool (Polikar, 1999).
The wavelet transform (WT) is a very innovative
mathematical tool, and previously applied in various fields
including mathematics, engineering, earthquakes, medicine,
and geology for many years (Frantziskonis and Denis, 2003;
Leung et al., 1998; Srivardhan and Srinu, 2014; Polikar,
1999). WT is used for assistin g a compreh en sive
understanding of composite signals like wire-line log data.
Wavelet transform of log data recognizes the periodicity and
layer interfaces, i.e. it provides spatial information of
different bed boundaries. WT used for Gamma-ray log data
analysis towards formation top identification (Choudhury
et al. 2007). Reservoir anomalies are also identified from
pressure transient data using WT (Panda et al. 2000). Even
lithological characterization using WT for reservoir using
the GR log and seismic trace around the well (Alvarez et al.
2003). Similarly typical reservoir fluid identification was
done by using the wavelet energy from the WT of resistivity
logs (Yue et al., 2004) and identification of stratigraphic
formation interfaces using wavelet and Fourier transform
(Pan et al., 2008).
In this paper, we implement two methodology in finding
bed boundaries, one of them is combination of Discrete
Wavelet Transform and Fourier Transform and the other one
is automatic method based on the Walsh transform. These
demonstration was applied to SP, Gamma Ray, and LLD
log response of the Assam-Arakan Basin.

Fourier Transform
The wire-line log data (SP, GR, LLD log response) are
functions of the depth. This depth interval can be treated as
an equivalent time interval in order to process the log
response. Wire-line log data are taken at particular depth
interval (0.1 m), so these log data can be processed as a
periodic discrete time series. Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
is an algorithm that computes the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of a sequence, or it’s inverse. Fourier transform converts
a signal from its original domain (often time or space) to a
representation in the frequency domain and vice versa.
Application of DFT mainly expose the periodicities in
input data as well as the relative strengths of any individual
periodic component. But condition for using DFTs is that
the discrete time series must be periodic, and sampling
frequency should be greater than twice of the band limited
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frequency. An FFT computes the DFT and produces exactly
the same results as evaluating the DFT definition directly;
the most important difference is that an FFT is much faster.
The signal in the time domain ( fk ) is transformed into
frequency domain (Fn ) in the DFT, which can be written as
(Oppenheim et al., 1999; Wickerhauser, 1994)
(1)

(2)
For calculating equation Eq. (1) or (2), the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is used which reduces the number of
computations needed for N points from 2N2 to 2N log N,
where log is the base-2 logarithm Cooley and Tukey (1965).
In our study, we used the FFT to calculate the spectrum of
raw data (wire-line log response) during analyzing the data
for the case of combination of WT and FT methods.

Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform of a given time series provides
division of the series into different scale components. i.e.,
we split up the signal into a bunch of signals. Representing
the same signal, but all corresponding to different frequency
bands which exists at a particular time intervals. As per
Polikar (1999), we can allocate a frequency range to each
scale component. Wavelets are scaled and translated copies
of a finite length waveform which is called as mother wavelet
(t), defined by
(3)
where, notation s and provides information about scaling
and translation parameter respectively, s determines the
degree of compression and ô measure the time location of
the wavelet. According to the condition

< 1 then the

provides compressed or smaller in time
wavelet in
domain of mother wavelet, i.e. corresponding to higher
frequency, where as > 1 inferred vice-versa.
The mathematical expression of wavelet coefficient is
given by
(4)

(5)
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Where
function

represents complex conjugate of wavelet
. Results of wavelet transform depends upon

which type of mother wavelet to be used (Misiti et al., 2000).
The time series x(t) can be recovered by using wavelet
transform of

.

is called the admissibility constant.

further decomposed into cA and cD through DWT. The cA
coefficients explain the low frequency variation in the
original signal, while the cD explain the high frequency
variations in the signal. The scale variation in DWT is of
the form of 2n, which is applied in filtering operations
(Mallat, 1989; Lu and Li, 1999). The decomposition of the
time series are given by Eq. 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 (Misti et al.,
2000; Yue et al., 2004).

(6)

Where

is Fourier transform of

(7)

. The

has to satisfy the admissibility condition, i.e., 0<<+.

(8)

There are several families of wavelet which provides
different relationships between the extent of compactness
for the function that are localized in space and again the
nature of smoothness. More common types of functions
are Haar, Morlet, Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet, etc. In our
study we will be using Harr (db1) function to analyze SP
and LLD log responses and for GR log response the
Daubechies (db4) function has been used.

(9)

(10)

(11)

As we see in (Eq. (5), the transformed signal is function
of two parameters, these are phase (τ) and scale (s).
In continuous wavelet transform (CWT) the wavelet
coefficients are determined continuously by shifting the
location parameter τ and for the convenience of this
procedure we have used from S=1 and was continued by
increasing thereby stretching the shape of the wavelet
function. With the help of inverse wavelet transform (Eq.
(5) we can able to regenerate the signal from wavelet
coefficients).
On the other hand another type of wavelet transform is
discrete wavelet transform (DWT). It can simply be
visualized as a sampled CWT operation. DWT has been
used in this study in order to identify the bed boundaries as
the outcome of continuous sampling for the signal was done
in CWT operations. Moreover CWT quiet found to produce
results that are not geologically significant (Pan et al., 2008).

Combined FT and WT Methodology for Bed
Boundary Detection:
In order to identify bed boundaries, initially the SP, LLD,
and GR log responses are denoised using DWT. A single
level decomposition of the signal through DWT results in
decomposition of signal into Approximation (cA) Detail
Coefficients (cD). For denoising of noisy logs like GR, at
least three levels of decomposition is necessary, and at each
time of decomposition, the cD of the preceding level is

(12)
In the above equations,

is the well log data,

the scale function and is orthogonal to

is

, the mother wavelet

function. In Eq. 7, 8, and 9, denote any of the logs such as
SP, -gamma ray log or resistivity log and and for the yth
iteration are defined in Eq. 10, 11 and it also denotes weights
which are linear combination of the wavelet function and
the scaling function. Also is the complex conjugate of . Eq.
12 is used to reconstruct the time series from the wavelet
domain, using the detail coefficients, where 1y is the complex
conjugate of . It is inferred that the reconstruction of the
approximation coefficients is equivalent to a low pass
filtering operation, while reconstructing the detail
coefficients is a high pass filtering operation. The power
spectrum of the denoised signal can be viewed with the help
of FT operations as a function of frequency and only
dominant part of the signal is selected and Inverse Fourier
transformed to obtain a modified and reconstructed signal
of the denoised time series. For better stratigraphic
interpretation the logarithmic distribution of the DWT and
FT filtered dataset is used using Eq. 13 (Jang and Jang,
2003).
(13)
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Walsh Filter and Bed Boundary Detection
Algorithm
Walsh transform is a set of complete and orthogonal
function of non-sinusoidal waveform. In contrast to
sinusoidal waveforms whose amplitudes may assume any
value between +1 to -1 (Beauchamp, 1975), Walsh functions
assume only discrete amplitudes. Hence these are different
form of the kernel function of the Walsh transform. Because
of this special nature of the kernel computation of Walsh
transform of a signal is simpler and faster than the Fourier
transform. Analogous to frequency in Fourier analysis,
Harmuth (1968), has introduced the concept of the
generalised frequency in Walsh trans form called sequency.
Sequency is defined as half of the average number of zero
crossing in unit interval (time or space). The unit for
sequency is zeros per second (zps). The Walsh function are
illustrated in fig. 1. The complete set of Walsh function
can be derived through the differen ce equation as
(Beauchamp, 1975)

A function f (x) defined in the interval (-1/2, 1/2) and
satisfying Dirichlet’s conditions can be represented by an
infinite series of Walsh functions as (Beauchamp, 1975)
(18)
Where,

(19)
For eventually spaced sequence {x(i)} of N number of
data sets discrete Walsh Transform is required, is defined as
(20)

and x (i) can be obtained as

(21)
Discrete Walsh transform is mathematically correct, but
computational efficiency is less when a large data points
are analysed. Since there N2 operations are required. Thus
in practical case where using Fast Walsh transform can

Fig.1. The First 8 members of the set of Walsh function.
Each function takes only the values +1 to -1 with abrupt
transitions between two (Beauchamp, 1975).

where, q = 0 or 1and k=0, 1, 2,….correspond to the sequency
of the Walsh functions. Walsh functions are subdivided into
even and odd function called cosine like Walsh function
denoted as Cal (i, t) and sine like Walsh function denoted as
Sal (i, t) respectively. i.e.,

Cal (k, x) = wal (2k, x)

(16)

and Sal (k, x) = wal (2k+1, x)

(17)

reduced number of operation can be reduced to
.
The Walsh transform is superior mathematical tool, having
no Gibbes phenomena (Bath, 1974) and no need to choose
any special window in time domain. In Walsh filter, filter
coefficients are set to either 0 or 1 (Harmuth, 1968). Thus,
for Walsh low pass filtering all sequencies above a certain
threshold are multiplied by 0 or 1 (Keating, 1992). For
rock boundary detection, Walsh low pass version of well
data are used (Lanning and Johnson, 1983). Similar
algorithm were also applied to detect bed boundary by Maiti
and Tiwari (2005), Maiti (2009). In accordance with the
work procedure of Lanning and Johnson (1983), they used

the depth corresponding to the beginning log data points is
first boundary value. Instead of that we call it mean
boundary value. In present study methodology is modified,
where one of the low passed version computes the absolute
magnitude difference between present and the mean of the
previous value on all previous steps after last boundary was
detected. This absolute difference were calculated for all
log data simultaneously. Each of them were multiplied by a
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weighting value and results are summed as to form Walsh
pick value. It’s a non-dimensional quantity, which measures
the amount of change taking place simultaneously on all
low passed version of the log data. The term Walsh pick is
compared with another non-dimensional number call Check
(carefully selected by interpreter). It is conditioned that if
Walsh pick is greater or equal to the Check, the depth at the
beginning of the step is detected as a bed boundary, else a
new boundary has not been crossed and the procedure is
repeated.

of the formation. In the same selected depth interval the
signature of the LLD log is similar to SP log.

Geological Setting of the Study Area and
Conventional Well Log Analysis
The Assam-Arakan Basin is situated in the north-eastern
part of India and is categorized as a category-I basin on the
basis of production. The basin covers an area of 116000 Sq.
Km and the detailed map of this area and well location are
shown in Fig 2. The SP, GR, LLD logs responses are taken
for analysis from the selected depth range 3297.3 m to 3505
m and represented in Fig. 3. According to the geology
of the area and the selected well -13, the depth range
found to be in the Barail formation which, belongs to
Oligocene-Miocene epoch.

According to quick look interpretation of well log data
belonging to well-13 of Assam-Arakan basin, where seven
beds can be deciphered and out of which five of them are
sand beds and two of them is a shale beds.
First bed is named as bed-1 (sand-A) having depth
interval 3303.6 m to 3320.5 m. The 2nd bed (bed-2 (sandB)) is occupied the depth interval 3320.5 m to 3351.6 m. A
shale break is shown in this interval at near about 3337.1 m.
The 3rd bed (bed-3 (sand-c)) has a depth interval from 3351.6
m to 3384.1 m. The 4th bed (bed-4 (sand-D)) is starting from
3384.1 m and ending at 3425.7 m. Again a 2nd shale break
appears at 3413.6 m. The 5th bed (bed-5 (shale-A)) is
occupied in the depth range 3425.7 m to 3441.2 m. The 6th
bed (bed-6 (sand-E)) is occupied in the depth range 3441.2
m to 3465.6 m. The last bed (bed-7 (shale-B-)) is occupied
in the depth range 3465.6 m to 3493.5 m.
It’s quite clearly shown that there are seven different beds
in the working length of the well. In order to have better
quantitative understanding we further go for nonconventional way.

Fig. 2. Map of study area, and well location specified by their latitude and longitude.
All wire-line log data sets are simultaneously
conventionally interpreted, and possible detected beds are
represented in fig.3. The GR log response of the same well
provides similar responses (information about bed
boundary) as those of the SP and LLD logs. However, GR
log response is very much sensitive to lithology and that is
why in the same well we are able to see few more thin beds
in the same depth interval which can be deciphered. The
LLD log response provides information about true resistivity

Combined DWT and FT Analysis of wire-line
Log Response
As per the knowledge of conventional interpretation we
identified seven different beds with the help of SP and LLD
log data. Initially in the combined WT and FT method, the
power spectrum was calculated for the SP log data and
revealed that there was almost no apparent frequency, because
of SP log data is found to be less noisy as it is found in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Well log response, (A) raw gamma-ray (GR) log in API units, (B) Self-Potential (SP)
in mV, (C) raw resistivity (LLD) in ohm-m.

Fig. 4. Spectrum analysis of raw SP log data for the selected depth range of the well.
Then we apply DWT on SP raw log data in order to
extract the information about the wavelet coefficients,
represented in Fig. 5 (A).Due to less noise present in the
signal (raw data (SP log)) we analyse it with level-1
decomposition by taken Haar (db1) as a mother wavelet.
The inverse wavelet transform was applied to the detail
wavelet coefficients (cD) in order to reconstruct the high
frequency signal (RcD) of the raw SP log response. RcD of
SP log are represented in Fig. 5 (B).
Again we obtain the spectrum of the RcD from SP
log with the help of fast Fourier transform, the frequency
band of the reconstructed signal shows two different
frequency bands, 3.7-12.9 nHz and 18.4 to 50nHz as shown

in Fig.6 (A). The strongest frequency band is chosen from
this range, which is 47.7–48.4nHz, and represented in Fig.
6 (B). Then the inverse FT was applied to the chosen
frequency band (47.7–48.4nHz,) and corresponding results
provide a modified reconstructed data (MRcD) for SP log
response, then logarithmic transform of MRcD of SP log
was calculated and shown in Fig. 7 (B). Similarly, we have
determined the power spectrum of RcD for LLD log response
and found to be having two different frequency bands, 3.4
nHz–13.1nHz and 35.3 nHz-50 nHz. Then strongest
frequency chosen for LLD log analysis, are in the range 42.5
nHz- 43.1nHz. Similarly, method we obtain logarithmic
transform for MRcD of LLD log response represented in
Fig.7 (C).
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Fig. 5. (A) Detail wavelet coefficients (cD) obtained from DWT
analysis at single level decomposition of raw SP log by using Haar
(db1) as a mother wavelet. (B) Reconstructed signal (RcD) obtained
from detail wavelet coefficients for SP log.

Fig. 6. (A) Spectrum analysis of reconstructed SP log from detail wavelet
coefficients (high frequency signal of raw SP log). (B) Frequency band Chosen
from the spectrum analysis of reconstructed SP log.
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Now for combined WT and FT method, the spectrum of
raw GR log data is calculated and revealed that there was
almost no apparent frequency present.
GR log responses are found to be having much noisy
signals as shown in Fig 3 (A). So, for removing the noise,
we have calculated the detail coefficients (cD) at level - 3
decomposition by using the Daubechies wavelet (db4) as a
mother wavelet function. Subsequently, we obtained
spectrum for this reconstructed signal (RcD) of GR log and
obtained that single dissimilar frequency band lies from near
about 3.5nHz to 18.6nHz. The strongest frequency band was
chosen from this dissimilar frequency band, which is 7.0 to
7.7nHz.Then we calculated logarithmic transform for MRcD
of GR log response, as shown in Fig. 7 (A).
Thus subtle features in the Fig. 7,are found where we
are able to see clearly that logarithmic of MRcD for all log
response which offers seven different waveforms. These
seven waveforms situated in between the depth interval
3297.3 m to 3502 m, which is found to be in Barail formation
are the actual seven different bed boundaries within the
formation.

According to Lanning and Johnson (1983), the lower the
cut-off sequency, the wider the step-width of the Walsh low
pass data. The quantity step-width (=total band width/width
of the low-pass band) is constant if the cut off sequency is
varied from 2N-1+1 to 2N, where N is numbers of data points.
In present study 2048 number of data points are used,
therefore, cut off sequency is varied from 8 (zpm) to 5 (zpm).
In present study the step width is 5.969 m. The Walsh low
pass version of the normalized wire-line log response are
represented in Fig.8.In the boundary picking algorithm, equal
weights has been assigned to each Walsh low pass version
of log data, here we have taken 0.07 as a weight value. We
don’t have any priori information about Walsh check value.
In present analysis Walsh check value varies from 0.046 to
0.053. Fig. 8 also shows the results of applying algorithm to
the low passed version of the log data, where column
numbers associated with the boundary depths labelled
“Walsh pick”. This pick value is greater or equal to the check
value for a particular depth. Therefore, the Walsh pick is a
measure of the depth for a particular boundary.
Lanning and Johnson (1983) have given a formula to
correct the depth boundary. The formula is given as

Fig. 7. Logarithmic conversion of modified reconstructed signal for(A) GR log
(B) SP log (C) LLD log response.

Application of Walsh Transform on Raw Log Data
The bed boundary algorithm is deliberated above, now
is applied to identify bed boundaries from well log data
belonging to Assam-Arakan basin. To work with this
methodology we used set of normalized wire-line log
response according to the previous work done by Maiti
(2005). In this method those beds were not able to be
resolved which are having thickness less than step width.
The step width (adjustable quantity) is a function of cut-off
sequency used in the Walsh low pass filtering operation.

(22)
where Bi is true location of the ith boundary; Wi is the depth
detected by Walsh method. “sw is the step width of the
low-pass version of the well log signal. The resolution can
be improved for the 2nd low pass procedure relative energy
build up is shifting depending on the true position of the
boundary. Thus with the intention of the true position of the
boundary, two sets of boundary can be averaged as a final
estimate
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(23)
where
is the final ith boundary obtained by using Walsh
method. Still using this procedure boundary detection is done
using continuous low pass and detection of boundary over
several cut-off sequency varying over the binary band,
keeping step-width same until to obtain a single depth in
boundary picking procedure.
Finally using the above method, the identified boundaries
are plotted over the three sets of original log data as shown
in Fig. 9.It’s quite clear from the Fig. 9, that lithological
boundaries detected using Walsh transform are harmonised
well with sharp changes in the all wire-line log response.
The lithological boundaries at depth 3304.3 m, 3351.9 m,
3425.7m, 3441.2 m and 3493.2 which are very much closed
to conventionally defined boundaries. Whereas the other
Walsh detected boundaries are situated at 3318.7 m, 3359.8
m, 3383.6 m, 3389.3 m and 3466.5 m. The maximum
resolved thin bed is obtained in between 3383.6 m and
3389.3 m. This boundary is very difficult to recognize
visually as well as in conventional interpretation.

Discussion
In our study we have used Haar (db1) mother wavelet
function as to determine detail coefficients (cD) from SP
and LLD wire line log data, which are less noisy. According
to nature of numerous kernels (Misiti et al., 2000), the more
smooth wavelet function Daubechies (db4) was used to
analyse GR log signal. The GR log data contained too much
noise, as well as the cD from GR log response which is the
results of level-3 decomposition of raw signal, also having
too much noise. So, the analysis of RcD for GR log response
in order to detect cor rect bed boundary was more
challenging.
In our study we have applied the same technique based
on the previous techniques about the application of combined
WT and FT on log data to identify the stratigraphic interfaces
of the formation (Pan et al., 2008).
In combined WT and Fourier transform method choosing
of mother wavelet and level of decomposition is very
important. i.e., real data should not be affected after
decomposition, only noise should be removed. But in our
study we see that single level decomposition of SP log and

Fig. 8. Walsh low pass version of the normalized log response (A) GR log response, (B) SP log
response, (C) LLD log response. As well as the Walsh picking algorithm over the low passed
version of wire-line log data sets.
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Fig. 9. Walsh picked boundaries plotted over the original GR, SP and LLD log data.
LLD log data did not have much noise, nevertheless 3rd level
decomposition of GR log data contained relatively more
noise. So, the signal we are getting after three level
decomposition of GR log response is not easy to be analysed.
Thus, this type of bed boundary detecting method will
provide more reliable results if core data is available in the
selected depth interval.

Conclusion

The waveforms (logarithmic transform of MRcD) we
have obtained represents different beds may be some
affected by shale break, and by mistake we can interpret
this as a different bed.

The analysis of SP, GR, and LLD logs was done using
DWT and FT for the identification of bed boundaries.
This analysis illustrates that bed boundaries can be easily
detected and interpreted using these techniques as
compared to direct visualization of bed boundaries by
observing the log signatures as done conventionally. The
DWT analysis of SP and LLD logs was done using Haar
wavelet (db1) of level 1, where as the analysis of noisy
gamma ray log was carried out using Daubechies wavelet
(db4) as a mother wavelet at level 4. The signals were
reconstructed and their power spectrum as a function of
frequency was visualized. The amplitudes which were
maximum were only chosen further for analysis and the
log scaled response of the inverted signal gave potential
bed boundaries, which could be more clearly visualized.

On the other hand to obtain the bed boundary
automatically with more accuracy we also apply the
technique based on the previous workout about the
automatic detection of lithological boundaries using
the Walsh transform (Maiti and Tiwari, 2005). In accordance
with our results, the application of Walsh transform
on low pass Walsh filtered log data shows nine bed
boundaries. But in this technique the detected bed
boundary is “weight” depended. This weight is assigned
by interpreter. During interpretation it is seen that if
we change the value of “weight” is possibility of getting
more numbers of bed could be identified. Thus, interpreter
have to careful while choosing the value of weight.

Moreover it was seen from the results, that the Walsh
technique is superior to DWT-FT analysis of the log
response for lithology interpretation. Conversely, the
Walsh technique is simple and take less time also more
effective in comparison to the combined DWT and FT
techniques. This technique is also operative to handle
large data sets more accurately with less computing time
and low cost. In Walsh technique we are able to detect
those boundary which are very difficult to recognize in
conventional interpretation. This technique having the
ability to clearly identify the finest bed, which is only
possible to find out if core data is available.

Another factor which is more important in that to detect
bed boundary, which is done by choosing spectrum
analysis of RcD from the log responses which are analysed
in this paper. The frequency band selected for our study
which is centre of the spectrum of RcD.
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Abstract
The computation of detailed near surface information using the refracted arrivals on seismic shot records has been
the subject of much research since the early days of seismic method. Accuracy of near-surface velocity model becomes a
challenge especially in areas with rough topography and strong near surface velocity variations.In the presented data
example from the thrust belts of Assam-Arakan Basin, an attempt has been made to estimate a near surface velocity
model employing refraction Tomographic technique. Static shifts are estimated from the analysis of first breaks that
result from refractions in the shallow low velocity layers.
Refraction statics have long been implemented using head wave (delay-times) methods. Unfortunately, this method
has its limitation in areas of complex geology like thrust belt areas, also for 3D seismic it is difficult to apply head–wave
method due to lack of reciprocal data. It does not account for non-linear move-out of first arrivals, therefore, it is often
necessary to limit the offset range which contributes to a velocity/depth ambiguity.Using Refraction Tomography is a
good alternative of calculating static model in thrust belt areas. In this paper we have applied an approach that combines
the robustness of head-wave (delay-time) methods, as it does not require an initial model or ray tracing, with the flexibility
of diving-wave tomography. The method works with a model of a vertical velocity gradient and incorporates a wider
offset range unlike head wave method that considers a constant replacement velocity.The relationship between the model
parameters and the traveltimes becomes nonlinear because of its significant dependence on the ray paths, hence the
modeling fits observed first-arrival moveouts better. However, diving-wave tomographic results are usually more sensitive
to the pick errors than the solutions of head-wave methods.
The paper briefs the t-p approach of refraction tomography for modeling the near surface. The observed traveltimes
for the first arrivals are decomposed to estimate a best-fit t-p representation in 3-D. It is a linear inversion and does not
require any explicit ray-tracing, cell parameterization, or initial model. The second step transforms the derived t-p
representation to the 3-D velocity/depth model. The second step needs a priori information of velocity that has been
taken from upholes. The long-period statics are calculated on the basis of the derived and smoothed velocity model.
Travel times are calculated by using this velocity model from an intermediate datum to the station elevation, finally
putting the station on a constant datum. The short-period statics are estimated by an iterative surface-consistent
decomposition of the traveltime residuals between the observed and modeled first-arrival traveltimes. The results are
shown after applying long-period statics, as well as both long period and short-period statics on the data using Refraction
Tomography calculation.
Keywords: Assam-Arakan Basin, refraction tomography, t-p approach.

Introduction
Refraction arrivals on the seismic shot records serve as
a principal tool to derive information about the shallow or
near surface earth. However, accuracy of near-surface
velocity model becomes a challenge especially in areas with
rough topography and strong near surface velocity
variations. The paper presents a method of building detailed
near-surface velocity model using the method of refraction
tomography. The data example being from the thrust belts
of Assam-Arakan Basin has a complex geology with different

aggravations and challenges encountered. Static shifts are
estimated from the analysis of first breaks that result from
refractions in the shallow low velocity layers.
Statics calculation to remove the effect of near surface
unconsolidated layer has been the subject of much research
since the early days of seismic method. This low velocity
layer varies notably both laterally and with depth causing
aberrations in the entire seismic section, thus affecting the
quality in terms of continuity and resolution of target zones.
The effect is pronounced in areas of rugged topography with
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rapid elevation variations. To approach the solution to this
problem and bring the data to a common reference datum
by applying static shifts to the traces, various methods using
first-break picks have been devised, like Generalized
Reciprocal Method, Generalized Linear Inversion Method,
head-wave and diving wave tomography, etc. All the methods
primarily assume first breaks as the arrivals from shallow
refractors.

Theory
In this paper, a tomographic approach to overcome the
geometrical difficulties and provide stable statics solutions
from picked first-break times has been applied. Considering
only head-wave-based methods in areas with complex
geology and rough terrains, the simple one layer model
employed is not sufficient to explain important data features.
To fit the observed nonlinear moveout of first arrivals over
a wider offset range, we have included more layers in the
model. The tomography method explained uses both
head-waves and diving waves, so that the relationship
between the model parameters and the travel times becomes
nonlinear. Because the inherent kinematics of diving waves
follow a non-linear path, the observed travel times honor
significant dependence on the ray path and fit the velocity
model better.
The continuous seismic wavefield is discretely recorded
at the surface due to sampling interval limitation of receiver
arrays, and can capture only wavelengths that are longer
than a specified value. This limitation is further increased
by our inability to determine fine details of the velocity field
confining it to the order of several hundreds of meters. The
limited definition of the recorded wavefield and the
velocity field restricts us to observe perturbations above a
certain limit termed as the ‘long wavelength statics’. The
disturbances below this limit are termed as the ‘short
wavelength statics’. Dimensionally, the short wavelength
statics are the order of four to eight times the receiver
interval.Refraction Static Corrections calculated from first
break picks are thus composed of a Long-wavelength and a
Short-Wavelength term. The long wavelength portion of the
first-break pick times accounts for the spatial variation of
refractor geometries and the overburden velocities
computation.Short wavelength undulations generated by the
refracting interface are lost while arriving at the surface
because their Fresnel zone (Sheriff, 1991) at the surface is
large. To preserve the short-wavelength details we must
use seismic imaging techniques, rather than picked
first-break times (Taner et al., 1992). Therefore, the short
wavelength term computation using first-break times
corresponds to only near-surface statics computation. This
term by the virtue of its nature and being generated in the
near surface weathered layer, causes rapid undulations and
its correction accounts for smoothing the reflector
geometries (Fig. 10&11 of Data Examples).
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Methodology
Considering a vertical velocity gradient, the medium is
parameterized as a number of cells and rays are traced
th rough th e model. Travel time data are spatially
decomposed so that an observed travel time pick t (n,m) for
the source and detector with positions n and m respectively,
is modeled by the tomographic summation over apparent
velocities along the line connecting the source and the
detector (Fig 1). This summation is modeled by Eq.1.

t�n,m� � S�n� � R�m� � �[Ó(k).�(k)]� s(n)� r(m)...Eq.1
Where,
t (n,m) is the picked first-break time for nth shot and mth
receiver location,
S (n) is the delay time at nth shot location, corresponding
to the long wavelength source statics,
R (m) is the delay time at mth receiver location,
corresponding to the long wavelength receiver statics,

Ó (k) is slowness at kth cell located along the horizontal
path between nth and mth surface stations,

� (k) is the subpath length in the kth cell of the path
between nth and mth surface stations.
The sum of the product of subpath length and slowness will
give the travel time along the refractor between the shot
and the receiver.
s (n) is the short wavelength surface static at the nth shot
position n,
r (m) is the short wavelength receiver static at the mth
receiver position m.

A. Calculation of long wavelength statics using travel time
inversion is done in two main steps:
1. Estimation of apparent velocities and delay times.
2. Calculation of penetration depth.
1st Step
The apparent slowness (sigma) is calculated using a
tau-p linear inversion. Taking a derivative of the travel time
curve in Fig 2a corresponding ray parameter (p) is obtained
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as a function of offset (Fig 2c). In the x-p domain, HerglotsWeichert (H-W) formula can then be applied to derive the
depths of penetration for the diving waves (Equation 12.11
in Aki and Richards, 1980). The p parameter corresponds
to the physical velocity at the turning point. Therefore, this
transformation provides an estimate of the desired velocity/
depth function. An alternative solution for each p calculates
an intercept time that provides a tau-p representation of travel
times (Figure 2b). In this case, delay time is half the intercept
time. Then the velocity/depth model can be estimated by a
sequential analysis of delay times. The method implemented
in paper is a linear inversion in x-p domain for 3-D data
using a tomographic reconstruction of apparent velocities.

Travel time decomposition is performed by several
iterations of mapping t (n,m) onto Ó(k), � (k) and using a
weighted picks method. Residuals between the observed and
the calculated travel times are inverted for slowness perturbations in every cell crossed by rays. While iterating, each
first-break pick is evaluated to ensure its consistency with
the least-squares solution. Based on consistency, travel time
picks are weighted and used in the next iteration. These
weights also serve as an indicator of anomalous picks to the
user.
2nd step
The derived apparent velocities are used to calculate the
penetration depth (Z) of the refracted wave using Eq. 2.

Z= 1/π �0 t(Ó) cosh-1(Ó*vinst)dt

... Eq.2

The apparent velocity represents the instantaneous
interval velocity at the depth (Z), which corresponds to the
turning depth of a diving wave or the refractor depth for a
head wave. The velocity/depth functions for a set of control
points compose a near-surface model estimate. To derive
the model, a priori information of weathering velocity was
taken from upholes. To estimate the sub-weathering velocity
information, various stack sections with different velocities

were generated and an average of overburden velocities
producing least undulating reflectors throughout the area
was chosen as the first layer or the weathered layer. Based
on the tests a sub-weathering velocity of 1700 m/s was
selected.
Once derived, the velocity model is used for statics
calculation. The static at a particular station is calculated as
the difference between two terms. The first term is the
vertical travel time through the velocity model from the
station elevation down to an intermediate datum. The second
term is the vertical travel time from the intermediate datum
up to the final datum using a replacement velocity (Fig
3).These statics are long-period as they correspond to the
smoothed velocity model. The long wavelength solutions
leave large residual errors in the least-squares solutions. After
removing the influence of long wavelength statics, short
wavelength statics are calculated to reduce the residual errors
further.

B. Calculation of Short wavelength Statics- After the delay
times and the slowness are computed, their effects are
removed from the original pick times. The short-period
statics are estimated by an iterative surface-consistent
decomposition of the travel time residuals between the
observed and modeled first-arrival travel times.
The long wavelength delay times (calculated in A) are
subtractedfrom the original pick times to obtain the residual
travel times with short wavelength disturbances. This travel
time is decomposed into shot and receiver surface (or short
wavelength) statics. Shot and the receiver statics are
calculated in a surface-consistent manner by minimizing Eq. 3

�� � n � m[w(n,m).[t" (n, m) - s(n) - r (m)]]2 ...Eq.3
Where,

�is the error term to be minimized
w (n,m) is the weight given to each pick based on Standard
Deviation of the error term
t” is the residual between long wavelength delay times and
original pick times
s(n) is the short wavelength surface static at the nth shot
position n
r(m) is the short wavelength receiver static at the mth
receiver position m
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Applying these corrections to data will bring the shots
and receivers to the datum surface, remove the elevation,
near surface weathered layer effects, and the effects of
the slowly varying replacement layer above the refracting
layer.This improves the initial data set and produces a
more consistent set of velocities and leaves only the short
wavelength residual reflection statics, which are generally
less than quarter wavelet period delays. This removes the
most probable cause of the leg jump contamination and
poor velocity estim ates from th e residual statics
computations. The effect of residual static correction is
shown in Fig. 7.

Data Example
Fig. 4 Shows the Base Map of the study area, where
locations are color coded by elevation, black curve shows
probable position of thrust passing through the block as
marked by previous interpretation. The position of selected
inline for illustration of thrust is shown in red. Fig. 5a shows
first-break picks in non-thrust zone, while the difficulty in
first break picking can be seen in Fig. 5b.
Fig. 6 shows the pick time vs offset distribution for a
range of selected shots. Different trend of refraction pick
time show the presence of varying near surface velocities.

Fig. 4. Base Map showing (color-surface elevation)

Fig .5a. First break picks in non-thrust zone

Fig. 5b. First break picks in thrust zone

Fig. 6. First break picks vs offset (colors show multiplicity of picks)
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The near surface velocity model estimated in Section A
is incorporated for computation of statics and is shown in
Fig. 7 along the selected inline (vertical scale is from surface
to 500 m depth). High velocities to the left of the section
indicate the presence of thrust. The velocities in near surface
range from 1700 m/s to as high as 3000 m/s. Part of the
selected inline is marked by high velocities to the left
showing the presence of thrust.
Fig. 8a & b show the application of refraction statics on
a shot gather followed by alignment of events.
Various passes of noise attenuation, two passes of
velocity analysis, surface-consistent amplitude compensation
and surface-consistent predictive deconvolution have been
done on stacks in Fig. 9 through 12. Fig. 9 is an elevation
stack of a part of the selected inline, replacement velocity

used is 1700 m/s. Fig. 10 shows the effect of applying only
long wavelength statics to the same inline as explained in
Section A.
Fig. 11 shows the effect of Total statics (sum of long and
short wavelength terms) as computed in Section A & B. Comparison of Fig. 9 (Refraction Statics applied Stack) & Fig.
11 (Elevation Statics applied Stack with Replacement Velocity 1700 m/s) shows the overall improvement in stack
quality after application of Refraction Statics by the Tomography Method employed. Further Improvement in the section is achieved by applying the short-wavelength Reflection statics applied to the refraction stack (Fig. 12). Comparisons of Fig. 9 to 12 shows improvement in quality of
stack in terms of removing short-wavelength aberrations and
improving the stack quality in terms of clarity of reflectors.

Fig. 7 Near Surface Velocity model along selected inline(upto depth of 500m below surface elevation)

Fig. 8 a) Shot gather before & b) after application of Refraction Statics
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Fig. 9. Stack after application of Elevation Statics

Fig. 10. Stack after application of Long Wavelength statics term

Fig. 11. Stack after application of both long & short
wavelength statics terms

Fig. 12. Stack after application of Short Wavelength
Residual Statics

Conclusion
The computation of statics using the method of
Refraction Tomography is suitable for areas with rapid
variations in the near surface velocity. The solution depends

largely upon the accuracy of first-arrival picks. The data
examples shown in the paper verify that both long and short
wavelength static components are instrumental for
improvement of stack section. Although, residual statics
applied is required for further fine tuning of the seismic
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image, major static anomalies are successfully removed by
refraction tomography. This helps in the improvement of
early processing stages by ensuring the correct structural
timing of events.

Osypov, K., 1998, A comparative study between 3-D divingwave tomography and head-wave refraction methods:
68th Ann. Internat. Mtg., Soc. Expl. Geophys., 12221225.
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Abstract
The paper presents the results of regional gravity at one km station interval along available roads and motorable
tracks conducted in central part of Bundelkhand granitoid complex. The results of regional gravity survey have been
integrated with the published results of MT soundings, aeromagnetic data magnetic susceptibility mapping of Felsic
magnetic lithounits of underatand the sub-surface features depicted by regional gravity survey. The inferred gravity high
linears have been drawn on the regional geological ma showing extension of E-W trending linears under Banda alluvium.
The results of gravity and magnetic (VF) surveys conducted on grid pattern around Bansi area indicate anomalies
along ENE-WSW shear zone on a line of Panna diamond belt. The presence of large intrusive bodies with mafic content
gives a positive support to the concept of associating the anomaly for locating areas favorable for mineral exploration.
Some more interesting high gravity circular to oval shape bodies of similar nature are observed near Sirsi, Jakhura, and
at Km -27 on Chanderi-Pichor road. Also, parallel to Bundelkhand Tectonic Zone (BTZ), E-W trading high gravity
linears intersection with NW-SE gravity linears are recorded. A prominent circular anomaly is noticed near Muhmdabad,
Gazhipur district at South Bundelkhand Fault.
Keywords: Central Indian Tectonic Zone, regional gravity, kimberlite.

Introduction
The circular to oval shaped aeromagnetic anomalies
reported from Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex (BGC) of
South Western Uttar Pradesh i.e. Jhansi-Lalitpur area have
necesstiated the ground follow up by gravity-magnetic surveys
on regional scale to delineate the geological structures vis –
a-vis areas that could be favorable for regional mineral
exploration on conceptual basis. Such studies have very
limited reporting from the Bundelkhand area that could be
because of its insignificant presence in the mineralogical map
of India except some mineral occurrences reported from the
southern peripheral along contact with Bizawar and Vindhyan
group of rocks. The magnetotelluric soundings conducted
by Gokaran et al (2012) over about 250 km long, JaberaJhansi profile located predominantly over the Bundelkhand
craton in its central part to assess its crustal structure and the
results revealed the presence of conductive zone in the central
part of the area at much deeper level.
The Diamond belt of Panna (bounded by latitudes
24°30´- 25°00´N and longitudes 80°00´ : 80°45´E ) have
some newly reported ultramafic-ultrabasic dykes of
kimberlitic composition at i) Angorand Bandha ultrabasic
bodies (24°44’N; 79°25’E) , ii) Dongraha ultrabasic rock
( 24°51’N, 80°08’E), iii) Harsa ultrabasic rocks (24°46’N,
80°06’E). One ultrabasic dyke with hosting of diamond
(off-colour) weighing 0.44 ct near Bariarpur barrage
( 24°51’N, 80°06’E) necessiated further exploration in
Bundelkhand area .

Gravity and magnetic surveys have played very important
role in delineating the deep seated concealed mineral belts
like the Olympic Dam deposit (IOCG type) coinciding with
a 17 mGal gravity anomaly & 1600 nT magnetic anomaly
caused by haematite-rich breccias (Donald Esdale et al,
2003). 18 new exploration targets have been identified based
on the study of regional gravity and magnetic lineaments in
Dombraly-Shirotnaia gold field (Alberta– Alhambra
Resources Ltd. 2012) and many more conceptual based
blocks have been explored. The gravity surveys have
recorded bouguer anomaly of the order of 30 mGals in
Sudbury Basin, Ontario which hosts the world’s largest
nickel production, 25 mGals at Noril’sk in Russia host
of today’s highest grade producing nickel deposits,
and 65 mGals in the Bushveld Complex in South Africa
which host around 70% of the world’s known platinum
resources (Stephen and Paterson 2001). These case histories
are good examples of revealing the importance of gravity
and magnetic surveys in delineating the deep seated
concealed mineral deposits. The mineral deposits of
Rajasthan have also been found to have a strong correlation
with gravity features Singh Amar et al (2015).
This paper presents the results of gravity - magnetic
surveys (Rai R. P. et al.1992) covering the central part (240
20’ to 250 N and. 780 15’ to 790 E) of Bundelkhand Granitoid
Complex on regional scale and G-M surveys on grid pattern
(200 ×500 -700m) near Bansi. The structural features based
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on gravity data in alluvial covered part of south Uttar Pradesh
are also discussed in this paper . These regional inferred
structures have been discussed in relation to delineation of
the zones that could be favorable for deep seated mineralized
bodies of Green Field Mineral Exploration.
The central Indian shield comprises the Aravalli, the
Bundelkhand, and the Singhbhum cratons of ArchaeanProterozoic age. The Bundelkhand Craton is bound on its
east, west and south by the Vindhyan Supergroup of rocks.
Its south-western fringe is marked by a relatively small
outcrop of the Deccan basalt and the northern part is hidden
under the Indo-Gangetic alluvium. The Bundelkhand
Granitoid Complex (BGC) mainly comprises
metamorphosed supracrustals (BIF, quartzites, gneisses,
marbles, calc-silicates, amphibolites, and pillow lavas,
basaltic komatiites of boninitic affinity and volcaniclastic
metasediments according to the recent findings by Malviya
et al 2004 and 2006), plutonics (grani-toids and rare
syenites), and volcanics (rhyolites). The TTG (TonaliteTrondhjemite-Granodiorite) gneisses, reported from the
BGC near Bundelkhand Tectonic Zone (BTZ) recorded the
oldest dates (3.3 Ga) Mondal et al 2002) (Fig. 1a).
Numerous quartz veins of varied size with mainly NNESSW and NE-SW trends are observed in the BGC
representing episodic tectonically controlled hydrothermal
activity (Pati et al., 2007). The youngest phase of
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magmatism in the BGC is represented by mafic dykes and
dyke swarms that traverse all the lithologies. More than 700
mafic dykes are known to intrude the granitoid rocks of the
BGC (Pati et al. 2007). The majority of these dykes trend
in a NW-SE direction with subordinate ENE-WSW and NESW trending dykes including the ENE-WSW Great dyke of
Mahoba (Basu, 1986; Mondal et al 2002 ). These mafic
dykes are subalkaline to tholeiitic in composition and display
continental affinity (Pati et al 2007). The dykes are
commonly exposed as a series of discontinuous and bouldery
outcrops extending in length from few tens of meters to more
than 17 km. The Dyke‘ of Mahoba has maximum strike
length of e” 50 km. The area in the east of Mahoba is covered
by Indo-Gangetic Alluvial plains.
The studies on the structure and tectonics of the
Bundelkhand massif including shear fabric (e.g. Roday et
al., 1995; Singh et al., 2007; Bhattacharya, 1986), shows
mainly three types of shears, viz. E-W shear, NE-SW and
NW-SE shears (Fig. 1). The E-W shear zones are mainly
confined to the central part of the Bundelkhand massif. The
field evidences (Singh and Bhattacharya, 2010) suggest the
E-W shear to be the oldest and pre-tectonic in the context of
early Proterozoic Bundelkhand granitoids, while the latter
two types are relatively younger and post-Bundelkhand
gran itoids. Th e E-W shear has been found to be
superimposed by the NE-SW and NW-SE shears as is clearly
noticed at several places, e.g. Shivgarh and Pahunj. These

Fig. 1. (a) Regional geology of Bundelkhand craton with location of MT sounding (after Gokaran et al, 2012)
(b) Map showing different type of granites (after Kumar et al 2010) (c) Map showing locations of E-W,
NE-SW and NW-SE lineaments falling in northern part of study area (after Singh SP & Bhattacharya A R, 2010 )
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E-W shears with variation of about 100 only contain mylonitic
rocks and a striking feature is the vertical to sub-vertical attitude
of the mylonitic foliation of the shear zone rocks (Fig 1c).
Kumar et al (2010) has broadly classified the study area
as coarse grained grey granite (CGG), coarse grained pink
granite (CPG), medium grained pink granite (MPG), granite
porphyry (GP), fine grained pink granite (FPG) and grey
and pink variants of rhyolites based on magnetic
susceptibility measurements. However, the pink colour of
the felsic magmatic rocks is the result of ubiquitous postmagmatic hydrothermal fluid flushing lead to alteration of
grey granites. The northern part of the massif is mostly
characterized by the outcrops of CGG. However, some small
bodies of CGG are also present at Girar in the extreme south.
The central part is characterized by Pink granite with the
exposure of Hornblend diorite near Jakhura and Bansi with
a E-W trending pink rhyolite. ( Fig. 1b)
Regional geochemical mapping by Shukla et. al. (2001)
of Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex shows higher values of
copper in grey granitoid, amphibolite, tuffacons quartzite,
medium pink granite and altered basic rock. Molybdenum
are sparsely distributed at places where specks of Mo are
visible, values are as high as 4400ppm. Other elements of
higher concentration like Pt, Zn, Co, Ni, V., W., Ba, Sr, Ce,
and Zr. have been indicated.

Results and Discussion of Geophysical Surveys
The Bouguer gravity 3D image map (Fig. 2a), in general,
shows an east- west pattern with isolated circular to oval
gravity low closure of -73 mGal in the central part of study
area in east of Lalitpur and highest gravity anomaly of the
order of -39 mGal in north west of Jhansi. The study area
can be broadly divided in three zones based on the gravity
image. The northern part of the area is characterized by
high gravity anomaly zone comprising of number of high
gravity axes align in NW-SE direction. The Bundelkhand
Tectonic Zone (BTZ), a 250 km long reportedly aligned as
E-W deep seated ductile shear zone has very well
corroborated with high gravity gradient as the gravity
anomaly has appreciably reduced in southern part. The
gravity high zones comprising of isolated anomalies placed
mainly along NW-SE axis have been recorded in the south
western and north eastern part located in the north of BTZ.
This is the response of mafic / ultra mafic dykes swarms
along with subordinate ENE-WSW & NE-SW trending
dykes (Pati et al 2008).These high gravity linears are
corroborating with high magnetic linears as observed by
Ghosh and Acharya, (2006) in aeromagnetic map. The EW trending ultra mafic bodies reported by Sharma and
Rahman (2000) has also been reflected as high gravity axis
passing through Gursarai in gravity image (Fig 2a). A
comparatively low gravity broad zone trending NW-SE
direction also passing from Gurusarai reflects the
termination of E-W trending high density features and zone
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is the intersection of high & low gravity structures. The
signature of NE-SW trending quartz reefs are not well
reflected in the gravity map which may be due to limited
dimension.
The area falling in south of BTZ has been recorded with
gravity anomaly of lower order than the northern part. This
is the zone (between L-I & L-II, Fig. 2b) occupied by mainly
coarse pink granite. The pink colour of the felsic magmatic
rocks is the result of ubiquitous post-magmatic
hydrothermal fluid leading to alteration of grey granites
(Kumar et al 2010). The high magnetic linears with strongest
values (Ghosh and Acharya 2006 ) at the contact of CPG
with CGG near L-I drawn with gravity linears on vertical
derivative image (Fig. 2b) are corroborating well. The
gravity & magnetic linears are not extending to zone
between G-III & G-IV (Fig. 2b) covering the area between
MT soundings MT-17 to MT-19 characterized by high
conductive zone (Gokaran et al 2012) persisting to deeper
level. Thus it may be inferred that the tectonic activity
which brought out the largest E-W trending shear zone
(BTZ) and subsequent flows of the hydrothermal
fluid has caused to reduce the density, magnetic susceptibility
as well as resistivity of this zone. The low gravity with high
conductivity at deeper level is also observed in suture zone.
Results in the present case i e high conductive zone at
MT-18 up to the depth of around 20km with low gravity to
some extent agrees to the idea of Malviya et al 2006
considering the BTZ as Suture. High gravity axis of northern
part of the study area trending NW-SE as well as E-W are
also observed in this zone but with lower amplitude. The
E-W shear zone passing from Bansi as reported by Basu A
K 2007 has also been brought out by gravity survey as shown
by G-IV (Fig. 2b). The Hornblende Diorite bodies are
reported near Bansi and Jakhuara. The area encompassing
very high gravity circular closures of 8 mGal in north of
Bansi, 6 mGal near Sirsi and 4 mGal at km stone 27 on
Chanderi –Picchor road suggests the association of some
more high density intrusive material with these lithounits
and are significant from mineralisation point of view as these
anomalies are lying along a E-W shear parallel to BTZ and
in the peripheral area of lowest gravity anomaly which are
major geological structure.
The order of lowest bouguer anomaly (-73 mGal) in
Bundelkhand is comparable with the order of anomaly (-80
mGal) recorded over Bearch granite in Aravalli craton
suggest the comparable thickness of sialic crust. Both these
granitic bodies are of similar age around H”2.5 Ga and
ending in the southern side on same line at about latitude
240 17’N (Basu A K 2007). The tectonic activity which is
probably responsible for emplacement of contemporary
Mahakoshale / Bijawar group / lower vindhayan group of
rocks with large scale mafic/ultramafic intrusives (similar
to age of NW-SE trending dykes in the study area) on the
rifted platform of the Bundelkhand craton suggest that both
granitic bodies could be of similar granitic magmatic activity.
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Fig. 2. (a) Bouguer gravity image with lines showing locations Bundelkhand Tectonic Zone (BTZ), E-W trending
Ultramafic rocks and locations of MT soundings. (b) Bouguer gravity vertical derivative image with lines
(LI –LIII) indicating contacts of different types of granites and G - I to G-V are the E-W trending gravity high
linears. (Colour index is not given as data is of restricted nature)
The bouguer anomaly has been upward continued to
5000m and the image is presented in fig. 3a. The anomalous
bodies of smaller amplitude with shorter wavelength have
completely disappeared in upward continued map shows that
NW-SE trending shear zones along which the basic/
ultrabasic dykes are found on the surface have depth not
more than 2500 to 3000m. The structural break on the
upward map are found to be in E-W trend except one in
NW-SE trend in northern part which may be traced to
southward to much larger distance (north eastern part of sheet
no 54 O) in gravity map of India published in 2006. The
structural features reflected as the discontinuities in gravity
anomalies are well corroborating with the conductivity image
(Fig. 3b) based on MT soundings conducted by Gokaran et
al 2012. The resistivity image shows two different crustal
blocks of identical resistivity in a different gravity
environment(with significant difference in density) . The
gravity signatures (gradient in gravity falls) across the
Rakhabdev Suture (in Aravalli) is almost similar to BTZ
supports to consider the BTZ as suture zone inferred by
Malviya et al 2006 . However, Basu A K 2007; has opined
that the lines of ultra basic rocks along Rakhabdev Suture

and along BTZ are fracture related. The emplacement of
swarms of dolerite dykes (1804 Ma and 1558Ma) in NWSE trending fractures in Bundelkhand are along the
secondary drags of Son Nanarmada Lineament (SNL). The
pyroxenite-gabbro bodies with or without magnetite are
common in massif and occur along E-W shears and fractures
which are also reflected by isolated gravity high anomalous
bodies along E-W G-I to G-V linears (fig2b). The abruptly
higher MgO content in the basic and ultra basic enclaves
and intrusive in the Bundelkhand points to their mantle
connection. The basic & ultrabasic rocks at or near the
Bundelkhand-Bijawar/Vindhayan interface at Madauara,
Angor, Rene Falls, Bariarpur, Harsa etc and along E-W
fractures e.g. Babina-Mauranipur-Baragaon (BTZ) and
Bansi-Khargapur is related with main phase of sinistral
movement along SNL megafault (2200-2100 Ma). The large
body of ultramafic rocks at Angor and the Kimberlites of
Panna also falls on E-W shear passing from Jakhuara – Bansi
extending towards eastward (Fig. 4). The E-W trending
vertical to sub-vertical shear zones have transferred a major
bulk of sub-crustal/mantle material to the upper crust and
some of these rocks bear base metals & Gold (Basu A K 2007)
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in the south east of Madaura at the contact of Bundelkhand
granite with Bizawar formation. The E-W shear zones may,
thus, hold more potential of showing metallic mineralization
in the Bundelkhand terrain than some other lineaments or
structural zones (Singh and Bhattacharya 2010).
Thus with this favorable geological environment, it is
inferred that the isolated gravity high circular to elliptical
bodies lying along E-W gravity linears and the area around
intersection of gravity linears drawn in Fig. 4 are more
favorable locations to locate the new potential zone for

metallic and uranium mineral exploration. The gravity high
linears have been found to extend eastward under the cover
of Banda Alluvium drawn on the basis of gravity data
compiled by Singh & Singh ( 2005). The gravity high
anomaly of much higher order and also of large dimension
on the eastern most part near Ghazipur needs further
exploration as it falls on a ENE-WSW trending high gravity
axis and close to the line of regional fault termed as South
Bundelkhand fault along which the mineralization in western
part at Maduara & sonrai and Panna diamond belt has
been reported.

Fig.3. (a) Image of Upward continued Bouguer anomaly (b)Resistivity section based on
MT-soundings (after Gokaran et al 2012)

Gravity anomaly in the east of Ghazipur
Fig. 4. High gravity linears superimposed over regional geological map (after GSI) of
Bundelkhand Massif .
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Considering the E-W trending shear zones more
important for locating the mineral potential zone, the number
of gravity high circular to oval shape bodies falling on E-W
trend were found to be more important. These anomalies
are of the order of 8 mGal in north of Bansi, 6 mGal near
Sirsi and 4 mGal at km stone 27 on Chanderi –Picchor road.
In addition to the regional scale survey, the gravity and
magnetic surveys have also been conducted on grid pattern
at 200m station interval along 500 -700 m apart traverses to
delineate fully the gravity anomaly on Bansi – Bar road,
district Lalitpur. The surveys have recorded a very high
residual gravity anomaly (8 mgal) with a gradient of 2.33
mgal /km (Fig 5). The magnetic response is not fully
corroborative with gravity, it is low in the peak value zone
suggesting a fault like feature (Fig. 6). The Pink Rhyolite

and Hornblende Diorite are reported from near by area covered
by G-M surveys. These gravity and magnetic results are
similar to the results recorded over Olympic Dam/ Prominent
Hill style iron-oxide copper gold (IOCG) mineralization.
Similar results are reported on geophysical anomaly (10km ×
6kms) of Top Up Rise (TUR) Project Australlia (report on 9th
Feb 2014). TUR gravity anomaly (4 - 8 mGals) has no
coincident magnetic high, a common feature of many IOCG
type deposits. The gravity anomaly appears fault bounded and
structurally controlled. The density (2.98 gm/cc) of rock sample
from a dugwell at southern part of profile of W-500, near
village Gadia from Bansi area was recorded. The chemical
analysis of this sample with mineral traces has indicated
anomalous values for Mn 850ppm followed by Co120ppm,
Zn100ppm, Pb 400pppm and Ni 35ppm.

Fig. 5. (a) Bouguer gravity anomaly contours of Bansi area, Lalitpur district UP. (Location of observation points
are shown by black dot) (b) Magnetic (VF) anomaly contours of Bansi area, Lalitpur district UP.

Fig. 6. A representative gravity and magnetic profile along traverse ‘0’, Bansi area, Lalitpur district UP.
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The geological model similar to the Olympic dam
deposit (Fig . 7) may explain well the geophysical anomaly
of Bansi area being in similar geological and geophysical
environment.

3). The gravity – magnetic results based on data collected
on grid pattern near Bansi (along E-W shear zone )
has been found to be interesting could have identical
set that of IOCG type mineralization.
4). The areas encompassing high gravity bodies observed
near Sirsi, Jakhura, at Km -27 on Chanderi – Pichor
road are falling in E-W trend, many more along
E-W linears at the intersection with NW-SE gravity
linears and very prominent high near Muhmdabad,
Gazhipur district at South Bundelkhand Fault could
be favorable zones for mineral exploration.
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Fig.7. Geological model of Olympic IOCG type deposit.

Locality Index
Locality
Lalitpur
Tikamgarh
Madoara
Jakhaura
Bansi
Banpur
Jhansi
Taharauli
Sirsi
Km Stone no 27

Latitude
24.6930556
24.74
24.3808333
24.9072222
24.8636111
24.7102778
25.4422222
25.5313889
24.8644444
24.9338889

Longitude
78.42361111
78.83333333
78.80444444
78.33833333
78.48166667
78.74611111
78.57638889
78.99472222
78.34222222
78.19944444

Conclusion
The following conclusion may be drawn based on the
results of present study;
1). Bundel Khand Granitoid Complex has been found
to be bisected by E-W trending zone (geologically
referred as BTZ) with high gravity anomaly in the
north and low in the south. This is supported by
geological evidences and results of MT soundings.
The high gravity gradient along E-W suggest the
vertical to sub-vertical fault /shear support the idea
of Singh et al (2010).
2). The NW-SE trending dykes have been characterized
by high gravity linears with some additional long
wavelength E-W trending high gravity linears traced
to the eastern most part under Banda Alluvial cover.
The order of gravity anomaly along linears falling
between Mahoba and Ghazipur has been found to
be maximum suggesting the upliftment of lower
crustal block in this zone.
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Abstract
The ultimate aims of appraisal activities are to determine, to an acceptable confidence level, that a discovery contains
contingent resources that exceed the commercial threshold limit, that it is technically and economically feasible to develop
and to define the best development option. During an appraisal phase, data acquisition including drilling appraisal wells,
geologic and seismic studies, reservoir studies, etc. are conducted as added value activities that reduce maximum project
uncertainties with minimum cost. Despite large financial stakes involved, corporate appraisal strategies frequently lack
objectivity and transparency and are often ill-defined, or sub-optimum. Appraisal, when conducted optimally, leads to
informed sequential decisions resulting in a development plan that optimizes cost, hydrocarbon recovery and maximizes
the Net Present Value. On the contrary, suboptimal appraisal, either in the form of under- or over-appraisal, leads to poor
economics. Aggressive appraisal, looks attractive on the project schedule, but it may lead to huge negative impact on
expected production, CAPEX/OPEX, ultimate recovery and therefore, on the overall project economics. Fast track projects
with aggressive reservoir appraisal execution may provide insufficient and poor quality data, resulting in high risks at
field project sanction (e.g. production rates and recoverable resources significantly less than promised at project approval).
However, it is often difficult to know in advance the amount of time required for appraisal: complex fields will need more
time, while simple fields can be appraised quickly. Unfortunately, the degree of field complexity cannot be judged until
appraisal is complete or, in some cases, even later. There are no industry-wide recognized guidelines or criteria to
measure the “value” of appraisal. Individual companies use their own strategies, procedures and metrics to optimize
subsurface appraisals and safeguard E&P profitability.
To ensure that the appraisal strategy is objective driven, transparent and well–defined, in this paper, an effort has
been made to briefly recapitulate the different components of appraisal strategy which include: role of appraisal, major
challenges in appraisal planning and execution, key elements of appraisal strategy, appraisal framing and evaluation
analysis workflow, and appraisal well location characterization. The effectiveness of this systematic approach has been
illustrated through some examples which clearly demonstrate that a good understanding of the geological risks (e.g.
reservoir, trap, charging, hydrocarbon phase) of appraisal wells, identification and ranking of key reservoir scale
uncertainties are absolutely essential for an optimal subsurface appraisal with clear objectives and justification. This
workflow along with periodic look-back analysis, “from discovery to development phase” has proven to be highly useful
to improve the understanding of geological model evolution; assess the added “Value Of Information” (VOI) from the
new data acquired during appraisal phase (e.g. reducing subsurface uncertainties related to geological, fluid and dynamic
flow, appraisal well characterization); increase the confidence level of most likely field resources; improve the ability to
make timely and high quality decisions (e.g. optimize the recovery scheme; detailed development design requirements;
execution and production of development) and whole cycle project economics under acceptable residual risks.
Keywords : E & P life cycle, appraisal activity, residual risks.

Introduction
Every year, E&P companies invest a large amount of
money (hundreds of Billion US$) for appraisal of new
discoveries that are candidates for development. Despite
the large financial stakes involved, appraisal strategies often
lack objectivity, transparency and may be ill-defined, or
sub-optimum. Suboptimal appraisal, either in the form of
under- or over-appraisal, ultimately has a negative impact
on the project economics (Burdett and Haskett, 2012).
Currently, there are no industry-wide recognized guidelines

or criteria to place a “Value” on appraisal. Appraisal requires
well-defined strategies aimed at optimizing activities to
safeguard upstream profitability (Burkholder et al., 2012).
Additionally, the overall project context related to external
factors (e.g. license expiry or exploration/appraisal phase
commitments and deadlines, expectations and desires of
external and joint venture stakeholders, externally imposed
schedule constraints, internal schedule drivers /budgets
constraints, skilled resources, regulatory/political setting,
local content requirements, host government expectations,
environmental issues and the permitting process) often plays
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a larger role in determining when and how much appraisal
activity should be completed for a project. Although,
building a deep understanding of these key elements is an
important part of selecting the overall development strategy
for a project, this paper focuses only on subsurface appraisal
optimization issues.

shape, size, storage and fluid properties of the hydrocarbon
pool and its dynamic behaviour in terms of flow rate,
pressure, fluid composition and long-term production
performance so that an informed decision can be taken both
on its commercial viability and development approach for
the field.

Following the discovery of a new field, the process of
appraisal “process of gathering the basic reservoir data/
information” and delineation begins with the intent of
determining whether the discovery is technically and
economically feasible to develop (Demirmen, 2001). The
ultimate goals of appraisal activities are to determine, to a
high confidence level, that a discovery contains contingent
resources that equal or exceed the economic threshold limit,
to identify the best development option and thereby
maximizing Net Present Value. The minimum required
resources (which provide NPV equal to zero known as
Minimum Economic Field Sze (MEFS) or “Economic
Threshold Limit” are estimated using standard discounted
cash-flow model (Figure-1). A relation between technical
recoverable resources and NPV is established for the full
project life cycle considering the most likely development
scenario (Peacock and Jennings, 2014) and the estimated
MEFS value is then used as input to establish the confidence
level and possibility of field development for a discovery.
During an appraisal phase, a series of activities (e.g. drilling
appraisal wells, geologic and seismic studies, 3D reservoir
modelling & simulations, and many others) are carried out
which are the key to obtain sufficient information about the

In mature basins or areas with significant accessible well,
log and core data along with multi-year/multi-field
production history, determining the most important
subsurface uncertainties can be largely guided by the history
of previous exploration and appraisal experience as well as
field performan ce. Mature basins tend to have
comprehensive and well documented depositional basin to
field scale concepts/models including lessons learned and
best practices which can be used to guide the overall
understanding of a new discovery. At the other end of the
spectrum is the new wave of unconstrained play-types for
which little to no offset well and/or production data is
available. Such discoveries are significantly more
challenging with limited or no 3D seismic, limited or no
accessible well/core or production history available and no
major developments in operation, if any. In frontier
environment, after a single well discovery no production
history from similar reservoirs is available to evaluate their
potential, uncertainty analysis is significantly more complex
with much wider range of possible outcomes due to
qualitative inputs than a more mature and understood basin/
play type. These situations set the stage for more extensive
and hence longer duration appraisal campaigns to assess and

Fig.1. Influence Diagram for Integrated Risk/Opportunity Analysis of an E&P Project.
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understand the potential of the new field. As the appraisal
campaign is executed, surprises will inevitably occur. These
should be expected and accepted, and worked into the
appraisal strategy and scenarios up-front, to ensure the
assumptions related to uncertainties and related appraisal
objectives remain valid.
Depending on the effectiveness of the appraisal
evaluation a degree of subsurface uncertainty continues into
the development phase. They may be uncertainty in
production rates, reservoir production drive mechanism,
preferred recovery scheme, ultimate field recovery, well
counts, and poorly defined upside potential. Therefore,
subsurface appraisal should be based on the specific data/
information required. It is necessary to highlight the costbenefit relationship and potential relation for value erosion
during the development phase of the project, if subsurface
uncertainties are not reduced appropriately during appraisal
phase. Any unresolved uncertainty, after appraisal phase,
will directly be carried into the development phase where it
will affect cost and value erosion much higher than ever
perceived. Being explicitly clear about the phase of the
project and how appraisal campaign plays into both the
subsurface uncertainty and development strategy aspects of
the field development cycle is crucial to both manage internal
and external stakeholders and facilitate the key decision on
whether or not to commit to development of the field
discovery.

in-place), productivity-related (recovery efficiency),
hydrocarbon quality related (fluid properties), or a
combination thereof (Lawrence et al, 2008; Nandurdikar and
Wallace, 2011; Ramundstad et al., 2013; Orellana et al.,
2014). Components of subsurface uncertainty management
include identification, ranking, reduction of key uncertainties
and handling residual uncertainties. The process of
subsurface uncertainty analysis is highly iterative and
requires to be updated whenever any additional/new data is
being obtained or new results from studies are available.
The data should be continuously quality controlled,
analyzed, validated and integrated into reservoir evaluation
and modelling to optimize the remaining appraisal well
locations and ensure the optimal field development plan.
Ranking of uncertainties can be performed through a
scenario approach, through statistical techniques, or through
a combination of the two. Impact of uncertainty on reserves
or, preferably project economics, can be used as the criteria
for ranking and appraisal justification (Figure 2).
In designing the proceeding follow-up appraisal
campaign the appraisal team needs to quantify the major
subsurface uncertainties and determine their impact on:
(a) Confirming or refining the understanding of overall
geological context of the field,
(b) Hydrocarbon In-place volumes,

Role of Subsurface Appraisal

(c) Potential flow rates,

Appraisal, viewed in the larger context of subsurface
uncertainty management, is critical for maximizing project
value. Subsurface uncertainties targeted by appraisal may
be reservoir specific or reservoir non-specific. The reservoirspecific uncertainties may be volume-related (hydrocarbon

(d) Recovery efficiency and recoverable volumes,
(e) Defining and selecting the development strategy,
(f) Risks reduction to field development.

Fig. 2: Elements of Managing Subsurface Uncertainty and Ultimate impact
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is early definition of key subsurface characteristics
which may impact production performance in the
discovery and identifying analogues with as many
of these key characteristics as possible so to draw
meaningful results from the study. Unfortunately it
is very difficult to get a reasonable analogue with
similar reservoir characteristics. In frontier areas,
well testing is the holy grail of appraisal when
comes to establish the short term and long term flow
potential to gain reliable and high confidence
dynamic information deep into the reservoir relating
to permeability, thickness, barriers/boundaries,
changes in reservoir properties, well completion
skin, fluid type and dynamic flow behaviour. Test
duration is generally governed by the depth of
investigation into the reservoir required, which in
t u r n i s a fu n ct i on of bot h r oc k a n d fl u i d
compressibility, including regulations related to
hydrocarbon storage and disposal along with any
flaring limitations and environmental assessment
con siderations built into the test design an d
operational plans.

a. Confirming or refining the understanding of
geological context: In frontier areas, the actual
exploration well results rarely match predrill geological
hypothesis or average values of key subsurface
parameters/ assumptions. Much of the post-discovery
early phase study effort is dedicated to determining from
seismic and well data the depositional system, potential
reservoir extent, rock properties and their applicability
to entire field based on analysis of reservoir geologic
setting. With this background, appraisal strategy should
address upfront:

•

Regional-scale issues and concepts from an exploration
play/trend perspective and are important to define
the overall geological context for the discovery,

•

Field scale issues impact in-place volumes and
development schemes/concepts which could be
deployed, and

• Reservoir scale data/measurements which impact
recovery scheme effectiveness, production flow
rates and detailed development design requirements.
d.
b.

Hydrocarbon In-Place Volume: Perhaps most
straight forward objective of an appraisal strategy
is to determine the in-place hydrocarbonvolume
for the new discovery. Primary considerations for
the appraisal phase should focus on reservoir lateral
extent, determination of fluid contacts, structural
positioning uncertainties (reservoir top, closing
faults positon, salt welds or stratigraphic pitchouts),
rock properties and fluid type particularly away from
the known well control (laterally, up-dip/down- d i p )
and identification of an y compartmentalization
or connectivity issues impacting connected volumes.
The commonly asked question is how much in-place
is required to be reduced before moving the project
into the development phase?

c.

Flow Potential Rates: Estimation of reservoir flow
potential or deliverability is a critical requirement
i n det erm i n i n g t h e econ om ic vi a bi l i t y of a
development and ensuring wells and facilities are
correctly designed to deliver the expected production
throughput. In mature basin where production data
is available, drawing analogy on individual and
analogue experience to determine rate potential,
drain age area and ulti mate recovery/well is
relatively straight forward. In unproven areas, the
ability to make accurate predictions on both initial
rates and long term production behaviour is
significantly more challenging. Analogue used
in such cases may be in the other part of the world
which have similar geologic settings/fluid types but
require validation from data acquired during the
appraisal campaign. A key for these types of studies

Recoverable Volumes: Given that appraisal process
is intended to determine technical and economic
feasibility of the development, detailed modelling
required to demonstrate recoverable volumes under
various development schemes should evaluated as
soon as possible post-discovery. Integrated reservoir
modelling studies, run in combination with
development conceptual studies, are the only way
to incorporate the interplay of various subsurface
outcomes integrated with potential development
options. Reduction of volumetric uncertainty has
been historically the primary objective of appraisal.
Commonly, the size of the resources constitutes the
key uncertainty. Uncertainty reduction ideally
manifests itself as a steepening of the expectation
curve (cumulative probability distribution) of the
uncertain quantity. The expectation of the uncertain
quantity may or may not increase, but the range of
uncertainty; expressed as the range between high
and low values should become smaller as appraisal
results over the time are incorporated (PRMS 2007;
PRMS Guideline 2011). The ultimate goal of
appraisal is to determine, with reasonable certainty,
that a discovery contains 1C resources that exceed
the minimum commercial threshold limit for a
chosen technical and economical parameter and
there is enough 2C resources to attract investment
as per a corporate´s investment criteria over all other
available investment opportunities (Figure 3). This
safe guards the loss (C1) and provides opportunity
for value creation (C2). To illustrate the value from
an appraisal well, the cumulative Density
distribution for the Contingent Resources before
and after appraisal along with the Economic
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Example 1

Oil Well
Dry Well

100

Cumulative Probability (%)

Threshold Limit can be analyzed. Before appraisal,
the cumulative distribution curve has a gentle slope
indicating a wide distribution of possible values.
After appraisal, the slope is much steeper, indicating
that the range of possible contingent resources or
any other parameter of interest has been narrowed.
In one case, the outcome is unfavourable (i.e., the
post appraisal curve is below the Economic
Threshold), and the appraisal activity has delivered
value by preventing unnecessary investments. In the
other case, the post appraisal curves are in the
economic realm and will allow for a more focused
development. This narrowing of possible answers
allows th e design of a more cost effective
development. The improved cost-effectiveness of
the development is the VOI gained by the Appraisal.
As long as the cost of the appraisal is less than this
VOI, further appraisal is justified.

Post
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0
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution of contingent resources
before and after appraisal showing value.
The varian ce in distribution function is largest
immediately after exploration success has been established.
We know something is there, we just do not know how much.
Example 2
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Fig. 4. Uncertainty Variation in Relative Resources for two unnamed Fields (From discovery to end of appraisal).
The operators for both discoveries were different. Example-1 is a carbonate reservoir filled with oil where
appraisal has been effective and has helped in narrowing down the distribution range and optimized the field
development plan. Example-2 is a clastic reservoir filled with gas where multiple reservoirs were discovered which
have net pay below seismic resolution (4-8m). Appraisal wells in this case were planned to appraise specific unit
but the results were entirely different and unexpected. These wells discovered new reservoirs instead of existing
discovery. Therefore, even after drilling 4 appraisal wells distribution range could not be narrowed down. There
was over investment during the appraisal phase and field could not be developed and declared uncommercial.
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All activities after that point should contribute in some way
to decrease uncertainty. As the state-of-knowledge
approaches the state-of-nature, variance (a statistical
measure of the diversity of outcome potential) is reduced
over the time with additional new data (Example-1 of Figure
4). Exceptions to this rule, however, are common (Example2 of Figure 4) as often estimations of the uncertainty range
are poorly appreciated in the early phases (due to
overconfidence in the state-of-nature).
e. Development Strategy: Appraisal campaign also plays
directly into the selection of the development strategy.
The visualization of development options usually begin
just after the main appraisal campaign starts and
continues in parallel up to early in the development
concept selection phase. Based on the understanding of
overall project complexity and schedule drivers, a clear
set of field development options should be visualized
very early in th e appraisal process-in cluding
development phasing options considering the following
high level steps:

• Assess and quantify the technical and non-technical
risks associated to the development

• Build a rigorous understanding of overall context
through which project will pass to achieve maturity.

• Define development options (including phasing and
level of standardization) that can help in reducing
cycle-time and /or risks.

Appraisal must impact the decisions related to field
development in order to be meaningful and translate into
increased Net Present Value or higher profitability for the
project. Without such impact, appraisal has no value. A
well-designed and well-executed appraisal campaign should
reduce project complexity by reducing key uncertainties and
greatly improving the ability to make timely and high quality
decisions on whether and how to develop a discovery later
in the project lifecycle. Poorly planned/executed appraisal
campaign will carry significant uncertainty and risk forward
into the development and execution phase of the project.
The remaining subsurface uncertainty after appraisal
“commonly known as the residual uncertainty” should be
managed during development through appropriate data
acquisition that provides new information.

Major Challenges in Subsurface Appraisal
Requirements Evaluation, Planning and
Execution
The appraisal evaluation, planning and execution face
several challenges, which include:

• Defining the commercial threshold for development
• Defining th e key uncertainties and their ranking
in terms of degree of influence.

• Establishing the link between key uncertainties, new
data/information requirements and appraisal activities
given the time, budget and available technology
constraints.

f. Risks Reduction to Field Development: The ultimate
aim of subsurface appraisal, in the economic sense, is
reduction of the risks to field development:

• Defining clear objectives of appraisal activity and the

• Loss of opportunity i.e. when a discovered field is

• Establishing the global elements of appraisal strategy,

abandoned as uneconomic when in fact the field is
economic.

• Uncommercial development i.e. when an uneconomic

data/information acquisition plan based on ranked key
development uncertainties to maximize NPV.
processes/guidelines and auditable standards for
appraisal justification.

• Allocating personnel with appropriate skills for different

field is developed under the wrong assumption that the
field would be economic.

activities, defining their roles, responsibilities and
accountability to facilitate working in an effective
multidisciplinary team environment.

• Suboptimal development i.e. when development of

• Establishing the “Pros and Cons” for alternate options

field yields less than the maximum economic return
that could be realized given a more appropriate
reservoir model and facilities design. Suboptimal
development is development where there is a mismatch
between the type and or capacity of production facilities
and infrastructure (F & I) and the delivery of the
reservoir in terms of production. This matching of
reservoir and facilities requires an optimum selection
of production capacity over the field life to maximize
the asset value.

to bypass (or minimize) dedicated appraisal activities
and proceed to development directly after discovery,
particularly when dedicated appraisals are not
economically viable (e.g. different development options
with flexibility in production facilities as a means to
mitigate development risks).

• Pr epa r i n g wel l da t a a cqui si t i on pr ogr a m s for
exploration/appraisal/continued appraisal in
development wells.

Optimal Subsurface Appraisal

• Preparing alternative solutions for data acquisition to
be used in the event of technical problems. Defining
pre-drill options for sidetrack/by-pass/testing for
exploratory and appraisal wells based on scenario
analysis.

• Incorporating non-technical risks/uncertainties and
objectives into the management process and effectively
communicating to decision makers at all levels.

Key Global Elements of Subsurface Appraisal

,

An optimal appraisal strategy is one where uncertainties
that have the greatest impact, on development decision and
Project NPV, are reduced in a timely and cost effective
manner (Demirmen, 1997). While appraisal strategy can vary
Company to Company in accordance with the Company’s
resources and its short and long term corporate objectives,
an optimum appraisal strategy should include the following
considerations:

• Level of Appraisal: Level of appraisal is the most
challenging aspect of an appraisal strategy. Proper level
of appraisal signifies that there is neither over-appraisal
nor under-appraisal. Both of these situations adversely
affect project economics, and both, unfortunately, are
common in the Industry. To safeguard against over- and
under-appraisal, use of VOI in Appraisal Justification
and a realistic subsurface uncertainty assessment are
considered critical.

• Timing of Appraisal: Very seldom are the timelines
for an E&P project open-ended. External license expiry
or exploration/appraisal phase commitments and
deadlines are often the key driver for drilling/appraisal
activities. Internal schedule drivers and budgets can
often play a large role in when and how much appraisal
activity is completed for a project. When timing is
critical, appraisal should be carried out as early as
possible, to enable development decisions to be made
in a timely manner. Prudent accelerated appraisal, aided
by technology, may cut down th e lead time to
development. Though, accelerated appraisal can
overlook critical data acquisition.

• Data Gathering Requirements: Data gathering should
be carefully planned to target critical uncertainties
impacting development. Most often, failure of key data
acquisition gathering equipment, unexpected logistical
issues, budget issues or simply timing pressures create
intense pressure on the planned data gathering during
the appraisal phase. To mitigate such aspects,
contingency plans must be built into the overall plan.
Cost-cutting measures at times applied without full
understanding of impact, e.g. skipping a well test in an
offshore environment; usually bring regrets later during
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a development. Data gathering should be planned with
a long-term view, consistent with the life-cycle of the
field. Rigorous quality controls should be exercised to
ensure that data gathered are of high quality. It is also
essential to define the sequences of individual appraisal
activities to be planned, executed and evaluated based
on the criticality of data requirements and their impact
on the reduction of reservoir uncertainties.

• Appraisal Well Type / Design: Based on the subsurface
uncertainties (e.g. structural, stratigraphic, reservoir
variability, fluid contacts, well productivity, EUR/well,
etc.), the well data acquisition plan and hence the
selected type of appraisal well and well design will vary
in achieving the defined well objectives. In general,
screening (primary) appraisal wells are located and
designed to prove or disprove commerciality, while
optimization (secondary) appraisal wells are located
and designed to make a decision between competing
development scenarios and to maximize project value.
Interdependence of successive wells / geologic
sidetracks can also play a critical role in defining the
location, trajectory and design of the remaining
appraisal wells. Therefore, well design that allows
fulfilling the data acquisition objectives (short as well
as long term) should be considered early in the appraisal
strategy.

• Technology Applications: La test technol ogy
applications are of often important in appraisal strategy.
3D Reservoir modelling and simulation, seismic
inversion, connectivity mapping, magnetic resonance,
logging, neural networks, slim-hole drilling and coring,
geo-steering, horizontal and multilateral drilling,
computer-based tools for quick and efficient evaluation
of production forecasting, alternative scenarios are
among the technology applications that assist in
evaluations and operations related to appraisal. These
technologies provide maximum benefit when used in
combination.

• Cost Effectiveness: Optimizing the cost of appraisal
wells should always be kept in mind. However, cost
reduction should not compromise the planned data
acquisition. All the pros and cons for viable options
for the well design, logging, coring, testing activities
and use of state-of the art technologies should be
visualized thoroughly prior to defining the scope of
work for each appraisal activity.

• Appraisal Perfor mance Analysis: Appraisal
performance analysis for each appraisal activity should
be performed routinely including a periodic look-back
analyses to derive the important “lessons learned” (Yu
et al., 2011). This analysis should encompass both
technical and economic aspects, utilizing different
performance criteria.
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which to focus the appraisal efforts. It is very rare that
any discovery will directly go to development without
any appraisal but it is important to evaluate this
scenario. A few development strategies can be assumed
to determine a most-likely development (which later
may not be the chosen or preferred option) based on
the available information and infrastructure in the
project area. However, depending upon the complexity
of the project, it may be necessary to consider multiple
development options. The results of this evaluation are
“asset value without appraisal information” (no new
information). This case is used as a reference to
compare the value of additional information gathering
and to develop the future appraisal activities.

• Synergy: The traditional sequential, discipline-oriented
approach to appraisal is not an optimal use of resources
and can lead to a delay or even non-consideration of
key factors. A close interaction among the various
technical disciplines including economic expertise is
absolutely essential if the benefits from appraisal
(planning, execution and evaluation) are to be
maximized.

• Training: Given the typical tight schedule from
discovery to production, there are often limited
opportunities for technical professionals to develop
skills in the appraisal and early development phases of
an opportunity. Staff training should be an integral part
of an appraisal strategy. Appraisal Teams benefit
strongly by having staff assigned with skills in both
exploration (e.g. geologic basin concepts, geologic
risks, geo-scientific data interpretation, exploratory
drilling) and development (e.g. development drilling,
development concept planning, appraisal risk and
uncertainties identification and management).
Additionally, VOI evaluation, uncertainty assessment
and ranking, hydrocarbon life cycle, synergistic work
practices and, for geoscientists and engineers,
familiarity with economics, should be a focus of
training.

The process of identifying the key uncertainties and
defining their impact on both the subsurface in-place
and recoverable volumes along with development
concept and economic viability should follow a
systematic approach using following data sources and
analysis techniques:

o

o Relevant analog field data to screen and determine
suitable analogues which relate to key identified
uncertainty parameters. In frontier areas, it is unlikely
to get direct analogues either nearby or globally.
However, by carefully dissecting each subsurface
uncertainty and how it can impact performance,
considerable information can be still be used from
analogues to define potential outcomes.

Subsurface Appraisal Plan Framing and Analysis
The main tasks associated with the appraisal framing
involves defining the decision problem, setting-up the
objectives based on ranked key uncertainties and decision
criteria, agreeing the alternatives to be evaluated and
breaking-down or structuring the evaluation. It is essential
to carry out the appraisal framing and analysis exercise in a
multi-disciplinary approach. This draws on the experience
of all disciplines continuously interacting to create scenarios,
options, interpretations and solutions that are beyond the
capabilities of any one individual. The appraisal framing
and analysis workflow can be divided into following steps:

o

Probabilistic and model based volumetric analysis
using ranges of key uncertainties to provide an initial
range of volume potential for a field in terms of Inplace, recoverable and expected production rates
(Deutsch, C.V., 2002; Singh et al., 2009; Rose, 2010;
Wolff, 2010; Singh et al., 2013). In order to understand
more complex uncertainties require more detailed
modelling to properly understand the interplay between
static an d dyn amic uncertainties and possible
development concepts. Experimental design can be
useful tool to quantify uncertainties provided
appropriate input ranges are used (Cebastiant and
Osbon, 2011).

o

Integration of new data introduced at various times,
from new or reprocessed seismic data, nearby
competitor well information or new insights gained
from basin scale or analogue field studies, to determine
the rank and impact of assumed uncertainties which
requires time and involves multiple iterations between
the major subsurface disciplines.

• Frame and evaluate the development strategy without
new information i.e. no appraisal

• Frame the options for the high-level appraisal roadmap
• Frame individual appraisal stages
• Evaluate individual appraisal stages
• Agree the high-level appraisal road map
• Frame and Evaluate the Development Strategy
without New Information (No Appraisal): The
framing and evaluation of development strategy without
appraisal is to understand the risk profile of the overall
development and identify the critical uncertainties on

Current well data to assess the rock property averages
which impact in-place and recoverable volume
estimates.

Optimal Subsurface Appraisal

o

Focused subsurface studies to understand in-depth
the geological history, geological environment and
impact on recoverable volumes. Such studies include
depositional and diagenetic history, improved seismic
processing/ imaging, seismic guided reservoir
characterization, history and impact of faulting and
fracturing, special core analysis and detailed reservoir
simulation to support the overall assessment of
technical economic viability of field development.
Frame the Options for the High-level Appraisal
Roadmap: The objective of framing the options for
the high-level appraisal roadmap is to identify the
different directions and/or timelines that could be
considered for the complete field-wide appraisal plan.
Often the road map may be comprised of several
individual appraisal stages. The final recommendation
is based on a selection that maximizes the added value
given the identified decision criteria. The benefits of
good framing cannot be overstated and is often
described as “front–end loading” of an evaluation.
With discovery, if the decision is to develop, then the
analysis has to proceed in how to develop the field.
This will require defining the minimum terms and
conditions for the development of field and structuring
the best appraisal plan to reduce the identified
uncertainties. If the field is known to be commercial,
then the team needs to focus on defining the main
development decisions and key uncertainties, which
drive the decision to appraise further, or choose a
development strategy (with or without build-in
flexibility) and seek project sanction right away. It is
necessary to raise and sort the key issues and categorize
them as (Coopersmith et al., 2003):

o Decision already made and inherent uncertainties (e.g.
facts: known data or background information, policies
and key assumptions) – variables over which team have
no control.

o Focus or strategic decisions (e.g. appraisal well type/
numbers, area to develop, facility capacity, export,
build-in flexibility) - Team has influence but no control.

o Tactical (implementation or later decisions) -Team has
full control.
This categorization helps teams to begin to understand
the nature of their decision problem by identifying “Facts
from Assumptions” and defining what can be controlled and
what cannot; thus facilitating the team’s discussion on best
way forward. Note that all the decisions are not under the
control of the team.
Frame Individual Appraisal Stages: The purpose of
framing the individual appraisal stages is to understand
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which uncertainties to reduce in each appraisal stage
and the actions and information gathering options (e.g.
alternative appraisal programs or pilot designs). An
individual appraisal stage is a single information
gathering project: this may be comprised of a
coordinated set of information tools (individual
information sources such as production and injection
wells, seismic, coring, pressure measurements,
analogue data, etc.). Framing should be focused on
the key uncertainties mainly rather than on a
multiplicity of uncertainties that may or may not impact
development. Framing of each appraisal stage is the
“next level of detail” that is derived from the main
high-level appraisal roadmap. Framing has two steps:
the high-level frame represents “what we are going to
do” and the next level is “how is the plan going to be
executed”.
Evaluate the Individual Appraisal Stages: The
purpose of evaluating the individual appraisal
stages is to optimize the design of each individual
appraisal stage. The amount of de-risking is quantified
and the potential walk away points, based on
interpretation results, defined. Early in the life of
petroleum reservoirs, the appraisal activity is to
determine if the in-place volumes and associated
recovery are sufficient to justify a development.
At this stage, the key development decision is often a
“Go/No Go” decision (e.g. “should we continue to
appraise the asset or walk-away?”). The underlying
development decisions tend to be “Go/No Go” at
first and then “How to Go” decisions soon thereafter.
There could a case where no appraisal drilling is
required immediately. First step of the individual
appraisal activity could consider: performing
certain specific studies or laboratory measurements
with the existing data, reprocessing of existing
3D seismic or new 3D seismic acquisition, processing
and interpretation, geologic sidetracking and coring
from discovery or existing wells, etc. VOI decision
problems are more involved in the evaluation of a
“How to Go” information than for the “Go/No Go”
problems because for “Go/No Go” problems, no
evaluation is required at the stop branch and, as such,
the decision tree is simpler. For “How to Go”
problems, there can be a number of competing options
to consider in optimising the development, each of
which requires evaluation. The steps to complete an
analysis of an individual appraisal stage are: value the
asset without information, assess the reliability of
information (uncertainty reduction potential) for the
individual appraisal stage strategy under consideration,
value the asset with information for each appraisal
stage option and gain insights and look for hybrid
appraisal strategies for further consideration, if
alternate options are possible.
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Agree the high-level appraisal road map: This step
is to agree the individual appraisal activities along with
their schedule and order of priority in which order to
include for the entire high-level appraisal, based on
the identified and ranked uncertainties evaluation
results and insights. The process is ever evolving, as
the team completes each new evaluation and collects
new information from the reservoir.

Appraisal Well Location Characterization
Drilling of new well to acquire critical data is one of the
most common activities during appraisal phase. Each
specific appraisal well location is characterized by the
resources of the segment in which it occurs and any identified
risk therein. When mutually exclusive multiple geological
models are applied post-discovery, the benefits of appraisal
activity includes reduction in uncertainty over which model
best describes reality. The proposed workflow for appraisal
well location characterization comprises of four steps:
a. Post discovery resources estimation (contingent and
or prospective)
b. Geological model review, risk assessment and
segmentation

Carlo analysis if there are significantly higher reservoir
uncertainties (e.g. multiple structures and geologic
models, wide range of reservoir input parameters,
uncertain fluid contacts). In this case, the uncertainty
of individual reservoir parameters is used to calculate
the statistical uncertainty of the hydrocarbon In-Place
and recoverable resource volumes. In situations
involving significant degrees of uncertainty,
probabilistic estimates are appropriate to assess the
potential of the discovery. Additionally, this approach
is most often applied to volumetric resource
calculations in the early phases of an exploration and
appraisal projects. At this stage, the probabilistic
analysis provides an important tool to understand and
qualify the impact of major uncertainties in a reservoir.
It is always useful to use both deterministic and
probabilistic methods and compare the results. For
comparison, 1C (Low Case), 2C (Best Case) and 3C
(High Case) should be compared from P90, P50 and
P10 values obtained from probabilistic approach. Spill
should be related to the P1 value.
Geological Model Review, Risk Assessment and
Segmentation: Post discovery, the geological model
review should focus on:

c. Appraisal well location characterization (Segment
De-risking)

o Review of the predrill play fairway mapping and risk

d. Appraisal strategy formulation and decision process
(Location Option Analysis).

o Revision as necessary of the predrill geological model

a. Post Discovery Resources Estimation (Contingent
and or Prospective): The overriding principal in the
evaluation process is the use of geological common
sense when determining the post discovery resources,
uncertainty and risk mitigation. Depending upon the
type of prospect drilled and available data, the
geological challenges and range of uncertainty of the
discovery resources estimation will vary considerably
from discovery to discovery as will the required
appraisal workflow to mature the discovery. If the
discovery has confirmed the predrill geological model,
the estimation of contingent resources will likely be a
simple process. If the predrill geological model has
been invalidated by the well, then extensive studies
may be required and significant revision may be
necessary. Care should always be taken in extrapolating
the data from the initial discovery well over the entire
trap. Where the trap dimension is greater than that of
the reservoir/seal depositional fairway or when faulting
has been identified, it would be geologically
appropriate to segment the discovery to capture the
possibility of reservoir/seal absence, fluid contact
variations and define the appropriate category of
resources (con tin gent or prospective). Th e
probabilistic method is implemented using Monte

o Assessment of whether single or multiple mutually

analysis based on the new well results,
with available discovery data,
exclusive geological models are more appropriate for
the post discovery and model chance assessment,

o Review of the predrill risk assessment at prospect
level plus the determination of any post-drill risk
segments within the discovery area (i.e., possible
absence/or non-effectiveness of trap, reservoir, seal
and charge),

o Segment risk and resources assessment.
The concept is to ensure that the uncertainty in the
geological model is fully captured and to challenge if
reservoir, seal, charge and /or trap could be absent and/or
non-effective within the discovery area; given the
characteristics of the geological model(s) and the amount
and quality of data available from the discovery well. Risk
is assessed using standard approach in order to facilitate the
evaluation of the relative merits of appraisal well options
and locations (Milkov, 2015). Additionally, appraisal
activities should target proving up additional potential or
extensions of the discovery if any, so that all existing
resources can be included in the development plan. This
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means considering the possibility of drilling a dry well or a
noncommercial well within limits of the discovery area. By
definition, a risk factor must be included in the 2C and 3C
resources categories, even if it is located within the same
depth limits of proven fluid contacts. The complexity of the
geological review process and geological knowledge will
vary depending on the geological characteristics of the
discovery, the hydrocarbon phase(s) found, the pre-existing
database and the data acquired in the discovery well. Upon
the completion of the post-drill geological review, the studies
required to be incorporated into the appraisal strategy (to
mature the geological understanding of the discovery, reduce
uncertainty and mitigate risk) need to be formulated. The
predrill geological model should be reviewed fully and
revised where appropriate (i.e., ranges of reservoir and/or
fluid parameters adjusted and incorporated within the
volumetric assessment). Where a paucity of knowledge and/
or conflicting or non-unique solutions exist, it may be
appropriate to evaluate more than one geological model in
order to capture the full range of uncertainty of possible
geological outcomes. These models are mutually exclusive
and contingent resources for each model have to be estimated
as well as model chances (which must sum-up to 100%).
The determination, by appraisal activity, which model is
more-likely may be fundamental in establishing if the
discovery has sufficient resources to be economic. Mutually
exclusive multiple models may exist for any of the four basic
geologic elements (e.g. reservoir, seal, charge and trap) and
also for the distribution of hydrocarbon phase (e.g. the
possible presence of oil rim below a proven LKG). The
determination of risk segment is a subjective and interpretive
decision guided by the available data and/or regional and/
or analogue data (e.g. a depositional unit’s aspect ratio from
outcrop data). For practical purposes, risk segment
boundaries are usually vertical or near vertical and can be
illustrated in map form (unless data exists to the contrary).
Locations below proven Lowest Known Hydrocarbon
(LKH) will always have some degree of charge adequacy
risk and this should be captured in the segmentation
evaluation. The only exception will be where pressure data
are available that unequivocally proves the HWC depth.
c. Appraisal well location characterization (Segment
de-risking): An appraisal well location can be
characterized in three ways, depending on the degree
of uncerta in ty an d r isk a ssocia ted with t h e
geological model (Peacock and Jennings, 2014) and
the resources category distribution within the
discovery area. The three methods are described
below:

o Segmentation
o Multiple Geological models
o Value of Information (VOI)
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o Segmentation: Risk segmentation may identify that
a risk of one or more geological elements is common
between two or more segments. When common risks
occur, a successful appraisal well in one segment
may de-risk other segments (but only for the
common risk). The resources of the undrilled
segment(s) that are fully de-risked by a well in an
adjacent segment are added to the resources
estimated for the drilled segment. The concept of
de-risking of different fault blocks are applied,
depending upon the first appraisal well results,
whenever a common geologic risk occurs in the
other blocks The chance of success of an appraisal
well location is the chance of success of the segment
within which it is proposed to be drilled (irrespective
of any common risks). Note that a successful well
within a segment may leave C2/C3 resources below
it while a dry hole may leave potential contingent
resources up-dip of it. The total resources that an
appraisal well will tr ansfer to th e di ffer en t
con tingent resource categories (including any
contribution from de-risked segments) should be
used as input to justify the appraisal well location.

o Multiple Geological Models: When two or more
mutually exclusive geological models are evaluated
post-discovery, appraisal activity may be justified in
order to determine which model is more likely and in
doing so, reduce uncertainty on the contingent
resources (2C/3C). Risk segmentation should be
performed if within either model, there is a chance of
reservoir, seal, trap and/or charge absence and/or noneffectiveness affecting part of the field. The relative
merit of one model over the other has to be assessed
using a combination of regional and any local
information or data. Where there is no bias, the model
chances are equal (at 50:50). As a guide, the following
description for a two model case (Table-1) can be used
(and same logic applies to 3 or more model cases). In
the absence of risk, an appropriately located appraisal
well will, by definition, find hydrocarbons irrespective
of which model proves the more accurate. However,
the resources associated with a location will be
different for each geological model evaluated. A
specific well location is characterized by the chance
weighted sum of the resources of all models that
success would transfer to the 1C category (1C is taken
from the model which is the most conservative i.e.,
lowest resources). If geological risks are identified for
any of the geological models, there is a chance of
appraisal well failure and this must be incorporated
into the appraisal location characterization. In this case,
the overall chance of success associated with a specific
well location will be the sum of the segment chance
weighted models chances.
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Chance

Table -1. Multiple Model Chance Table
Description
Comments

0.5

Equal weighting

Both models are equally likely

0.6

Weakly favourable

One model is slightly more likely than other

0.7

Moderately favourable

One model is tangibly more likely than other

0.8

Strongly favourable

One model is possible but unlikely

0.9

Near certainty

One model is possible but very unlikely

1.0

Certainty

Only One model applies

When two or more models are being considered, the
overall Contingent Resources range for the discovery is the
combined chance of weighted resources distribution of the
mutually exclusive models. A check should be made to
ensure that the maximum resources estimated for the most
optimistic model falls within the dimension of the discovery
area (closure, seal capacity, charge volume). Where more
than one model is carried, the reported proven Contingent
Resources should refer to the most conservative resource
estimation from all the models carried. Although, the
different models outcomes can be used to support and justify
the appraisal activities.

o Value of Information (VOI): Technical reasons often
cited for appraisal are (e.g. stablishing the extent of
the reservoir, adding Million Barrels of resources/
reserves, etc.) are not sufficient to justify appraisal.
As appraisal is aimed at reducing development risk,
appraisal justification should be expressed in terms of
the expected impact that appraisal will have on a
development, and more specifically, the project NPV.
The Value of Information (VOI) approach is wellsuited for this purpose (Haskett, 2003; Bratvold et al,
2009). “VOI” is the difference in the expected project
values with and without appraisal. For appraisal to be
justified, VOI must exceed the appraisal cost (in NPV
terms after tax) expressed at company’s discount rate.
Appraisal cost should include direct as well as indirect
costs. The role of appraisal is to provide cost–effective
information with which the subsequent decision can
be made. Cost effective means that the value of the
decision with the appraisal information is greater than
the value of the decision without the appraisal
information. If the appraisal activity does not add more
value than the cost, then it is not worth doing. This
can be represented by a simple diagram (Figure 5) in
which cost of appraisal is A US$, the Net Present Value
(NPV) of the development with the appraisal
information is (D2-A) US$, and the NPV of
development without the appraisal information is D1
US$. The appraisal activity is only worthwhile if the
value of the outcome with appraisal information is
greater than the value of the outcome without appraisal
information. In other words, the cost of appraisal must
always be less than the improvement in the value of

development which it provides. It is often necessary to
assume outcomes of the appraisal in order to estimate
the value of the development with these outcomes. The
VOI methodology uses Bayes theorem to estimate the
chance that new information may enhance value. It uses
a subjective assessment to what degree new data applied
to each model will support that individual model. This
has to be biased in favour of one model; otherwise there
is no change in the revised model chances. The decision
tree uses cost and chance of success to establish the
value of an appraisal well compared to a case without
appraisal drilling: and hence provides assessment
whether the value is enhanced or diminished by
additional drilling. Given the subtlety and complexity
of this VOI approach, this method should be employed
only when required and usually in the more advanced
stages of the appraisal evaluation phase workflow. VOI
analysis helps in: Handling multiple models and derisking by risk segmentation.

o Minimizing the time/costs through efficient
documentation, planning and execution of appraisal
campaigns.

o Analysis of appraisal outcomes following history lookback approach after each appraisal activity

o Link uncertainties to appraisal well numbers, locations
and potential for side tracks.

o Defining well data acquisition programs: their
requirements, uncertainties and impacts.

o Quantifying the value of perfect and imperfect data
c. Appraisal Strategy Formulation & Decision Process
(Location Option Analysis): Following the
characterization of appraisal well options in terms of
Appraisal Cost
(A US$)

No

Develop

D1

Yes

Develop

D2A

i.e., (D2-A) > D1
or
A < D2-D1

Fig. 5. Net Present value with and without Appraisal
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resources transferred to the 1C category and chance of
success, it is a relatively simple process to formulate the
optimal appraisal strategy (in terms of number and
location of wells) to determine if the discovery contains
commercial resources (or other required business targets).
Based on specific discovery types, generic solutions for
a number of possible decision scenarios where multiple
geological models are involved should be considered for
evaluation. Obviously, any scenario will be markedly
influenced by external factors, all of which have to be
considered in the overall decision process.

uncertainty initially increases. It reaches a maximum after
which the dry hole risk associated with the location and the
portion of the original distribution left uninvestigated
combine to make the location less efficient. To the right of
the optimal peak, the appraisal well, if successful will provide
abundant information, however, the probability of being
successful is decreasing rapidly with increasing distance
from the existing well control. Obviously, the distance of
the optimal peak depends upon the geologic complexity and
lateral variation in the reservoir characteristics.

Some Examples Illustrating Appraisal Well
Characterization

Uncertainty Reduction
Or
Data Acquisition Value

Choosing an appraisal well is easy. Justifying it is more
difficult. After exploration success has been determined, well
information is gathered to revise predrill inputs. Given that
an initial well in a new field is seldom, if ever, representative
of the mean value of the data, team members should be
cautioned about overreliance on initial data. Estimates are
derived from all available data/information including
analogs. Each uncertainty is assessed by range, after
validation of extreme end points, and then combined to create
the total distribution. This is the starting point of the appraisal
activities. Refinement of estimated ranges for the selected
parameter (e.g. Oil-In-Place, Recoverable Resources,
recovery / well) is accomplished through uncertainty
reduction based on data acquisition. As the distance between
the potential appraisal location and the existing well control
increases (Figure 6), the ability to reduce field size

Optimal Appraisal Data Acquisition

Distance
Exisitng Well Control

Fig. 6. Value of data Acquisition is directly related to the
distance from the existing information, and is equivalent
to uncertainty reduction.
The distinction between risk (or its complement chance
of success) and uncertainty in appraisal is normally more
subtle than in exploration (Figure 7) but is still fundamentally
related to limited knowledge about the geology of the
discovery.

Chance
Chance of Failure = Risk
= (1POS)

(POS)

Probability

Probability

Risk: Likelyhood of something NOT happening (i.e. Failure)
Chance: Likelyhood of something happening (i.e. Success)

Volume

Probability of Success (POS)
Or
Chance of Success (COS)

Volume

Uncertainty: the range of possible sizes (with Success)
More Knowledge

Less Uncertainty
(Petroelum System,
Trap, definition,
Reservoir properties)

Volume

Probability

Probability

Less Knowledge

Volume

Fig. 7. Illustration showing Risk (or Chance of success) and Uncertainty
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A single well or indeed several wells will not provide
sufficient data to have complete knowledge on all the
geological characteristics of a discovery, and therefore, there
is a residual risk of a dry hole and resources loss upon
appraisal drilling. The definition of geological risk and
resource uncertainty post discovery are the fundamental
concepts that are imperative for optimal and informed
decision making in the initial assessment of the commercial
potential of a discovery and formulation of the appraisal
strategy. In Summary:

volumetric resources estimation. These property
ranges must always be consistent with the geological
model on which the static reservoir model is based. A
range of uncertainty cannot however, extend to capture
the possibility of absence of a parameter associated
with reservoir and/or fluid within the discovery area
as parameter ranges (e.g. porosity, net/gross,
hydrocarbon saturation, etc.) cannot start at zero. In
such a case, the nonreservoir areas are in effect risk
segments.

Geological risk is directly related to the chance of
success of an appraisal well location when absence or
non-effectiveness of reservoir, seal, trap and/or charge
remains post-discovery.

Illustration-1: Appraisal Risk and UncertaintyOne Risk Segment

��

Resources uncertainty occurs in the properties ranges
and/or geological models used to estimate the
contingent resources, prospective resources and risk
segments. Post discovery static and dynamic properties
of the reservoir and fluid need to be investigated in
order to increase the confidence of the resources
description of the discovery (i.e. reduce the P90 to
P10 range), determine the optimum production
technologies and development scenarios to apply for
field development. The uncertainties can be considered
on two scales: (1) geological model scale and (2)
reservoir scale (static and dynamic properties which
will be geological model specific).

���

o Geologic Model Scale: Very often, the available data
from a discovery well will fit two or more geological
model solutions in terms of reservoir depositional
environment, fluid distribution, aquifer response,
charge and trap description. The concept of multiple
models is applied to capture the geologic uncertainty
of a discovery. It should be kept in mind that these
mutually exclusive models are discrete geological
solutions and not different realizations of the same
model. All viable geological models that fit the
available data should be evaluated and carried forward
until sufficient data is acquired to prove that this no
longer appropriate. Each model evaluated in the
appraisal evaluation stage should be characterized by
specific resources distribution and chance values.

o Reservoir Scale (static and dynamic property ranges):
There must be a range in the properties of the reservoir
(e.g. porosity, thickness, net/gross, permeability, etc.)
and fluid (saturation, composition, phase distribution,
etc.) within a discovery or indeed a field in production
and this comprises the uncertainty at the reservoir scale
for a specific geological model. Additional data will
refine the understanding of reservoir and fluid
properties leading to narrower input ranges into

A well (Well-A) discovers oil down to the closure of
a structure. To the left of the Black line (Figure 8), there
is a concern that the reservoir may be either absent or in
a different facies than in the discovery well (or in the rest
of the discovery area). The resources in this segment
(segmen t-A) are contingent resources of different
categories (1C, 2C & 3C). There is no concern on the
reserovir presence and its effectiveness for the segmentA where the discovery well is located. Additional data
are required to confirm the presence of reservoir and its
effectiveness in the segment-B. The resources for the
segment-B are to be considered as prospective resources.
Total resources of discovery are estimated for the two
segments.
Segment-A: There is no risk in this segment, the
resources will always exist but there will be range because
of uncertainty in the reservoir and fluid properties.
Segment-B: there are both: 1) the risk that there is no
reservoir to the left of the black line and (2) uncertainty in
the reservoir parameters if the reservoir is present.
Risk: There is a chance that there is no sand present and
the area will not contribute to the overall Contingent
Resources. Estimate the risk; include the resources of the
area as prospective resources. The potential attractiveness
of the future well depends on a risk assessment.
Uncertainty: Reservoir is present but facies are uncertain.
The uncertainty range in reservoir properties is based on
the applied geological model. The two segments may have
different property ranges. Thus, there will be a range of
possible outcomes for the volumetric estimate and the chance
that a volumetric range exists will be equal to 1 minus the
Risk.
The Prospective and Contingent Resources comprise the
volumetrics of the total closure but one segment of it has a
risk with it as it may not be hydrocarbon bearing (Figure 9).
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Closure

Volume

=

A

+
Probability

If the area is drilled it is
either successful or dry

Volume

Volume

Contingent Resources

Probability

Closure

A

Volume

=

+
Probability

B

=

Volume

Cumulative Probability (%)

B

Cumulative Probability (%)

Probability

Contingent Resources

=

Volume

Fig. 8. Appraisal risk and uncertainty- one risk segment

Illustration-2: Multiple Reservoir Models and
associated Uncertainties
It is important to assess the possibility of having mutually
exclusive models for reservoir description that could occur
post discovery. However, multiple models evaluation should
be supported by available data/information from the
discovery well as well as offset analogues. Where mutually
exclusive models are invoked, the chance of success of one
model over the other has to be estimated using available
knowledge and of course, geological common sense. Data
from the discovery well fits two mutually exclusive but
equally likely geological models for the depositional
environment of the reservoir. Discrete resource distributions
based on specific property data for each depositional
environment model describe the resource potential of each
model. The overall contingent resources potential of the
discovery is the sum of the chance weighted mutually
exclusive models. The C1 resources will be from the most
conservative model.
Contingent resources (C2 and C3) � (Fluvial model chance*
Fluvial model resources) +
(Shoreface model chance* Shoreface model resources)
C2 resources � (0.5* 75 + (0.50*150) � 112.5 Million BO
Risk may occur when more than one geological model
can be applied to the evaluation of a discovery. The potential
resources loss is the impact of a dry hole on the resources
profile of a specific model and is separate from, but in
addition to, the model chance factors. An example of risk
assessment, when mutually exclusive reservoir geological
models are considered, is illustrated for shoreface and fluvial

channel complex reservoir model (Figures 9 to 10). Figure
9 shows that the discovery well encountered a LKO and
sufficient data exists to predict that a well down-dip of this
well will find hydrocarbons if reservoir is found. Two
mutually exclusive depositional models are possible based
on the data from the discovery well: shoreface or fluvial
channels which have discrete Gross Rock Volume (GRV)
and reservoir properties, therefore, each model has discrete
contingent resources. The resources profiles for each model
should be combined as mutually exclusive models to
generate overall Contingent Resources for the discovery.
The C1 contingent resources comprise those of the model
with most pessimistic resources which may increase if the
more optimistic model is proven to be the most likely case
after appraisal well drilling. The relative model chance for
each model, which must sum 100%, is estimated, in this
case, at 50:50. Location chance of Success is the product of
model chances, incorporating any segment risk, multiplied.
Figure 10 shows that the risk of the presence and
effectiveness of reservoir, seal, trap and charge for each
model needs to be considered. For the fluvial channel model
case, there is the possibility that the discovery well
encountered an isolated channel and that the other interpreted
channels do not exist or perhaps, are mud filled. The
segmentation of discovery should be evaluated for assessing
the risk to support any appraisal activity and its justification.
Each reservoir model has discrete Contingent Resources
based on GRV, reservoir and fluid properties applicable to
the specific model. In the shore face model, there is no risk
of reservoir absence or non-effectiveness across the entire
discovery area but this is not the case for the channel complex
model. In this reservoir model, there may be a risk that at a
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(a) Channel Model

(a) Channel Model

Discovery

Discovery

Appraisal Well

HKO

HKO
LKO

Chance 50%
Resources 75 MBO

Mutually
Exclusive Models

Projected OWC

Porosity 1015%
N/G 2535%
Volume

Spill Point

Channel
Model

Probability

Porosity 1015%
N/G 2535%
Spill Point

Channel
Model

Probability

Projected OWC

LKO

Chance 50%

Volume

Chance 50%

If this is
possible then
a risk segment
should be
identified.

Probability

Contingent
resources
Volume

Chance 50%

(b) Shore Face Model

(b) Shore Face Model

Discovery Well

Appraisal Well

Discovery Well

HKO
HKO

LKO

LKO

Projected OWC

Shoreface

Probability

Spill Point

Porosity 2535%
N/G 80100%
Chance 50%
Resources 150 MBO

Probability

Projected OWC

Porosity 2535%
N/G 80100%
Spill Point

Chance 50%

Shoreface

Volume

Volume

Fig. 9. Illustration of chance of success for both
Shoreface and Channel Sand Reservoir Models

Fig. 10. Reservoir Uncertainty and risk assessment in
multiple models for appraisal location.

specific well location encounters a non-reservoir lithology,
depending upon the confidence of the interpretation of
occurrence and location of specific channels. Risk

segmentation should be applied to this reservoir model to
capture this geological risk and incorporated into the
decision analysis (Figure 11).

Multiple Reservoir Model: Shore Faces vs. Channel Sands

Resources Value
150
300.0
+125 Million BO

Location above the proven OWC
($/bbl used = oil $2/bbl)
(Well cost $10 Million)

Model
Chance
0.5
150.0

Value is in Million US$

Shore Face model
Drilling Value
210.0
Channel Sands model
Well Cost
0.9
Decision Value
159.0

Not Drilling Value
50.0

Chance
0.5
60.0

Well
Chance
0.8
120

0.2
0

Resources

Value
75
150.0
+50 Million BO

Dry

Resources
25

Resources Absent

Value
50.0

Fig. 11. Multiple reservoir Models: Shoreface versus Channel sands and Location above OWC.
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The 1C (C1) resources for this discovery will be taken
from the Channel Model as this is the most conservative
value (25 Million BO). The total Contingent Resources of
the channel model are 75 Million BO and C2 and C3 segment
has chance of success of 80%. The shoreface reservoir model
has total 1C (C1) resources of 150 Million BO and no risk.
Given a model chance of 50: 50 and a segment chance of
80% of encountering sand for the channel model, the overall
location chance of success is:
Location Chance of Success = [(Segment chance*channel
model chance) +
(Segment chance* Shoreface model chance)]
= [(0.8* 0.5) + (1*0.5)] = 0.9 = 90%.
When risk is identified, the overall segment chance of
success is the sum of the model chances weighted by any
segment risk that may occur. Model chances can be estimated
using multiple model chance table (Table 1) where the
local specific segment can be estimated using standard
geologic risk assessment tools.

Illustration-3: Multiple Trap Models and
associated Uncertainties
Hydrocarbons have been established below the originally
mapped spill point of the structure. Only poor quality 2D
seismic data are available with which to establish closure to
the north. Two mutually exclusive trap models, based on
2D seismic interpretations, are generated which are shown
below in Figure 12. An additional element reservoir presence
and effectiveness has been identified in the north of the
discovery. The chance of the mutually exclusive traps models
is 50:50, whereas the Chance of Success of reservoir on the
northern flank of the discovery was identified at pre-drill
stage at around 80%. Note, the location chance of success
for model 1 is 0% as the appraisal location is beyond closure.
In this example an OWC has been encountered below
maximum predrill closing contour of the structure. With only
sparse 2D Seismic grid and possibility of different velocity
models, the closure to the north is uncertain and two alternate
interpretations are possible. The resultant map does not

Appraisal Location 2
Trap 1 Model

OR

Trap 2 Model

Appraisal
Location 1

Proven OWC

Trap 1
Model
Volume

Postdrill Last
closing Contour
1010m
Probability

Probability

Postdrill Last
closing Contour
1030m

Trap 2
Model
Volume

Location 1 Chance of Success = (Trap 1 model * Location Chance) +(Trap 2 model * Location Chance)
= (0.5*0.9)+ (0.5*0.90) = 0.90 = 90%
Location 2 Chance of Success = (Trap 1 model * Location Chance) +(Trap 2 model * Location Chance)
= (0.5*0.0)+ (0.5*0.80) = 0.40 = 40%

Fig. 12. Illustration of Trap uncertainty for a large structure with three separate culminations. Two exclusive
interpretation models show possible appraisal options for appraising the reservoir presence and
effectiveness. The trap model chances are assumed at 50:50. In both models appraisal location1
has 90% chance. Appraisal Location 2 chance is 0% for model 1 as trap is open.
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have same areal extent such that a dry hole is possible if a
well is located where only one trap model has closure.

Illustration-4: Multiple Charge Models and
associated Uncertainties

The relative merits of two locations, one which is in
closure in both models and in the other in only one (but has
greater incremental resources potential) can be assessed
(Figure 12). Appraisal location1 is within both trap models
and will confirm additional resources of 10 Million BO
irrespective of which trap model is valid. Location chance
of Success for each trap is estimated around 90%. Appraisal
location 2 is only within closure for trap model 2 with an
additional resource potential of 50 Million BO. A location
chance of success for trap model 2 is estimated at 80%. A
dry hole will result if trap model 1 is correct. A decision
needs to be made which location to drill to confirm sufficient
resources for the discovery to be declared commercial
bearing in mind that a dry hole is a possible outcome for
location 2. The decision tree needs to address the chances
of which trap model is valid. The risk has been assessed by
assuming the chances at 50:50 and there by incremental
resources additions (Figures 13 and 14). The initially
confirmed resources are 45 Million BO.

The discovery well in the Western Culmination “A”
encountered an oil column in a reef build-up complex. The
other culminations (B and C) do not show similar seismic
characteristics (Figure 15). These three culminations are
bounded by a single closure covering an area of more than
700 km2. It is not certain that the structure is full to the
common spill point or not. Offset analogues also do not
confirm charging to the spill point. Each structure is bounded
by a fault. Sealing and non-sealing capacity of these faults
is not yet established. Additionally, it is not clear whether
the source is sufficient to fill this mega structure?
To analyze charge uncertainty, two charge models can
be considered:
a. Model 1 with entry point from the west and north of
the structure and
b. Model 2 with a charge to the entire southern flank.

Oil Discovery: Decision analysis for two appraisal well locations
with multiple trap models. Trap risk occurs for both locations
($/bbl used = oil $2/bbl, gas $0.65/bboe)
Trap Model 1
(Well cost $10 Million)
Chance
Value in Million US$
0.50
32.2

Appraisal Option 1
Chance Successful
well
Trap Model 2
0.90
Chance
4.9
(4.9 = 32.2+32.258.5(10.9)*10)
0.50
32.2

(15.1 = 0+49.458.5(10.4)*10)

Western culmination
Appraisal Option 2
Chance Successful well
Trap Model 1
Chance
0.40
0.50
15.1

0.0

Well
Chance
0.90

Resources
55

64.3

Dry

0.10
0.90
64.3

0.10
0

Well
Chance
0.0
0.0

Resources
55

Resources
45

49.4

Not Drilling Value
58.5

Value
58.5

The Location is beyond mapped
closure for thisTrap Model
Dry

0.0

Resources
95

98.8

Decision Value
AppraisalOption 1
4.9
15.1
Appraisal Option 2

Value
71.5
+10 Millions BO

Dry

1.0
0.80

Trap Model 2
Chance
0.50

Value
71.5
+10 Millions BO

0.20
0

Value
123.5
+50 Millions BO

Dry

Resources
45

Value
58.5

Gas only

Fig. 13. Decision analysis for two appraisal well locations with multiple trap models. Trap risk occurs for both
locations. In this example the option of location 2 where there is only 40% chance erodes value from the project.
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Oil Discovery: Decision analysis for two appraisal
well locations with multiple trap models. Trap risk
occurs for both locations
($/bbl used = oil $2/bbl, gas $0.65/bboe)
(Well cost $10 Million)
Value in Million US$

Well
Chance
0.90
Trap Model 1
Chance
0.50

32.2

0.90
64.3

0.10
0

Western
culmination
Appraisal Option 2
Chance Successful
well
Trap Model 1
Chance
0.64
0.20
16.9

64.3

0.0

Well
Chance
0.0
0.0

Resources
55

Value
71.5
+10 Millions BO

Dry

Resources
45

Value
58.5

The Location is beyond mapped
closure for thisTrap Model
Dry

1.0
0.0

0.80

Resources
95

98.8

Trap Model 2
Chance
0.80
Decision Value
AppraisalOption 1
4.9
16.9
Appraisal Option 2

Value
71.5
+10 Millions BO

Dry

0.10

32.2

Appraisal Option 1
Chance Successful
well
Trap Model 2
0.90
Chance
4.9
0.50
(4.9 = 32.2+32.258.5(10.9)*10)

(16.9= 0+98.858.5(10.64)*10)

Resources
55

79.0

0.20
0

Not Drilling Value
58.5

Value
123.5
+50 Millions BO

Dry
Resources
45

Value
58.5

Gas only

Fig. 14. Decision analysis for two appraisal well locations with multiple trap models. Trap risk occurs
for both locations. In this example trap model chances have been revised to 80:20 in favour of model 2.
Under this circumstance, location2 is more attractive.
The discovery well, located in the north culmination,
encountered oil (Lowest Known Oil) but it is uncertain if
the structure is full to the spill point. There are two charge
models for this large multi-culmination discovery: Model 1
with entry point on the North-West and North end of the
structure and, model 2 where with a charge entry from the
south. The chance of the oil charge to the Eastern culmination
is very dependent on which of the two possible charge
models is applied. Once the charge model changes and
unconfirmed resources have been assessed for the central
and eastern culminations, the merits of drilling either location
can be evaluated (Figure 16). The relative chances of these
two models are estimated at 50:50. Estimation of the

presence and effectiveness of charge to each of the two
culminations for each of the two models are estimated
independently. The overall chance of success for each option
is the model chance multiplied by the specific location
chance. The location option 1 (central culmination B)
chances for charging from south (charge direction model 1)
is 95%, whereas from the charge model 2 from NW and N,
the chance is 80% as the north structure may not be filled to
spill point. For appraisal option 2 (culmination C), the charge
model chances are 50 % each and location chance of
changing from south is 80% and from NW and North is
only 40% as the culminations A and B may not be filled to
the spill point. Therefore, the overall location 1 and 2 chances are:

Appraisal Location 1 Chance of Success = �(Charge model 1* location chance of success)+
(Charge model 2* location chance of success)�
= �(0.5*0.95)+(0.5* 0.8)�= 0.875
Appraisal Location 2 Chance of Success=�(Charge model 1* location chance of success)+
(Charge model 2* location chance of success)�
= �(0.5*0.8)+(0.5* 0.4)�= 0.60
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C

B

A

Reef

Charge Direction Model 2

Appraisal Option 1

Fault
Structural
Closure B

Structural
Closure A

Fault

Structural
Closure C

Appraisal Option 2

Charge Direction Model 1

Fig. 15. Charge uncertainty for a large structural closure with three separate culminations.
Two charge models options for a large multiple culmination discovery with equal chance 50:50.
This affects the individual appraisal well option chance of success.
Well
Oil Discovery: Decision analysis for two appraisal well locations.
Chance
Charge risk occurs for both locations
0.95
($/bbl used = oil $2/bbl, gas $0.65/bboe)
148.2
Charge
Model
1
(Well cost $10 Million)
Chance
0.50
Value is in Million US$
0.05
74.1
Eastern culmination
Appraisal Option 1
Chance Successful
well
0.875
(57.3 = 74.1+62.478(10.875)*10)

57.3

0.80
124.8

Charge Model 2
Chance
0.50
62.4

(42.8 = 83.2+41.678(10.6)*10)

0.20
0

Well
Western
Chance
culmination
0.40
Appraisal Option 2
Chance Successful
83.2
well
Charge Model 1
Chance
0.60
0.50
0.60
42.8
41.6

0.0

0.80

Resources
120

Value
156
+60 Millions BO

Dry
No charge to the culmination
Value
Resources
120
156
+100 Millions BO

Dry
No charge to the culmination
Resources
160

Value
208
40 mmbo oil

Dry
No charge to the culmination
Resources
160

Value
208

166.4

Charge Model 2
Chance
0.50
Decision Value
57.3
42.8
Appraisal Eastern Option 2

83.2

Appraisal Eastern Option 1

Central Culmination
Not Drilling Value
78.0

0.20
0

Dry
No charge to the culmination
Resources
80

Value
78.0

Gas only

Fig. 16. Decision Tree analysis for two appraisal locations. Charge risk is present in
both locations. In this example Appraisal option1 is more attractive.
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Illustration-5: Risk Segmentation and
De-risking after Successful Appraisal
To illustrate the risk for a discovery, a cumulative
distribution plot (Figure 17) displays the risk profile of a
development, the chance of economic development. It is
generated using probabilistic analysis methods (Clemen,
1991). Three possible zero NPV points are noted on the
plot. If the NPV zero point of asset development is close to
C, there is a very low chance of achieving positive economic
results (~ 10%). In this situation, there is likely little value
in appraisal because there is such an extremely low
probability of finding an economic development. The
reverse is true if the NPV zero point is close to A. The high
chance of finding an economic development (~90%) means
that there may not be any value in further appraisal activities.
The team might instead consider going directly to
development. When the NPV zero point is close to B, there
is considerable upside potential and downside risk of
development and, as such, there is likely to be a high value
in appraisal. If the appraisal strategy were perfectly able to
resolve all risk prior to sanctioning the development, it would
eliminate all negative NPV points from the cumulative
probability plot (sometimes this is referred to as “cuttingoff the tail of the curve”).

Cumulative Probability (%)

100

A
Economic Thresholds (NPV = 0)
for three possible Development
Options
B

50

C

0
0

40

80

120

160

Fig.17. Cumulative distribution of contingent resources.
Next step is to generate tornado sensitivity plots to rank
the identified critical subsurface uncertainties on which to
focus the appraisal efforts. Figure 18 shows an example in
which the identified and ranked key subsurface uncertainties
are: hydrocarbon in-place, well productivity, reservoir
extension, aquifer size, reservoir recovery factor,
permeability and fluid type. One of the immediate insights
from the tornado plot(s) is that, if hydrocarbon in-place or
well productivity turns out to be low, the development project
NPV will likely be negative. These two uncertainties will
likely need to be addressed early in the appraisal efforts to
ensure that the development will be economically viable.
Uncertainty tables are invaluable tools for appraisal
decisions. These tables list all the key uncertainties in the
decision problem (across the top), and underneath each

100

60

20

0.0

20

60

100

100

60

20

0.0

20

60

100

Initial Hydrocarbon InPlace
Well Productivity
Reservoir Extension
Aquifer Size
Reservoir Recovery Factor
Permeability
Fluid Type

Fig. 18. Tornado Sensitivity Plot showing impact
of critical parameters.
respective uncertainty, the associated decisions (which are
liable to change) and relevant information alternatives for
each uncertainty (Table-2). Also, these tables are very
helpful to visualize the different sources of information in
advance: avoiding a commitment too early in the decision
process to one particular alternative. The tables link the
uncertainties to development decisions so the team can
evaluate the commercial impacts of their appraisal decisions.
Uncertainty tables are also brainstorming tools, allowing
teams to holistically consider different possible information
sources for each uncertainty. The brainstormed list of
information provides choices for the strategy to follow
particularly when the list of appraisal alternatives is large.
Once insights of uncertainties are available, it is necessary
to build a table for developing strategies which represent
the options under debate for the high-level roadmap or area
appraisal strategy. This strategy table can be used as a list
for selecting options from each column to develop an
individual strategy. It is important to understand the benefits
that each appraisal stage can contribute before selecting
different combinations from a strategy table to build potential
appraisal roadmaps.
There are often cases where one or more elements of
discovery area has residual risk post discovery. In such cases,
the discovery area should be segmented based on identified
contingencies such as reservoir extension, deeper limit of
HC contact, extension of top seal, structural uncertainty and
any other elements which may affect the estimated volumes.
The potential of a specific appraisal location to de-risk a
segment other than the one in which it is drilled needs to be
included in the decision process.
After drilling the discovery well the geological chance
of success (Pg) of finding hydrocarbon is 100%. However,
the Chance of success that an Appraisal well (Pa) will increase
the hydrocarbon resources will depend on the reservoir
uncertainty associated to structural configuration, reservoir
lateral continuity, Net Pay variability, OWC/GWC depth,
etc.. If the appraisal well is placed close to the discovery
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Table-2: Example Uncertainty Table for a Conventional Appraisal

Key Uncertainties
Inherent in the
Project

Hydrocarbon
In-Place

Reservoir
Fluid

Well
Productivity

EUR/Reservoir

Future Direction
which could change

Reservoir Quality and
Properties

Fluid Type

Fluid Type

Reservoir geometry
and Heterogeneities

Reservoir architecture
(structural &
stratigraphic)

Fluid
Composition

Reservoir
Permeability

Reservoir
Permeability

Reservoir Driver
Mechanism

Reservoir Driver
Mechanism

WOC/OGC
Information Sources
to Consider

Appraisal Wells

Well
Production

Well Production

Well Production

Core/Well logs

PVT Samples

Production logs

Interference and
Extended Well Test

3D Seismic

MDT/RFT
Pressure

Core

Reservoir Modelling

MDT/RFT Pressure

Well logs

Pressures

3D Seismic

location, the chance of success will be very high but, the
uncertainty reduction will be low. The un certainty
reduction and added value of information from an
appraisal well will increase as distance of appraisal well
increases from discovery location and will be maximum
at certain distance. There after the uncertainty reduction
and the chance of success of an appraisal well will
decrease rapidly with increasing distance from discovery.
Therefore, it is necessary to visualize different risks of
each appraisal well based on its location considering the
all the geological components, uncertainty reduction and
added value. Figures 19 and Table-3 illustrate the concept
of segmentation and de-risking.

A workflow to evaluate the optimal appraisal location to
the confirmed additional confirmed resources is using shared
risks are shown. In this example, a pre-drill four way dip
closure was mapped based on available 2D seismic data.
The exploration well was a discovery with total Contingent
Resources of around 54 Million BO. Post discovery a 3D
seismic volume was acquired which recognized uncertainty
on reservoir presence and trap. This 3D data indicates a risk
that the reservoir may not be present in the eastern part of
the discovery area. 3D data also indicates possibility of a
fault reducing the area. The discovery area was segmented
into four segments, the recoverable resources and associated
risks for each segment were estimated (Figure 19).

Preferred Seismic Interpretation and trap model with 3D

Predrill reservoir top depth map
OWC

Discovery

2D seismic grid

OWC

Area of poor seismic
imaging
due
which
structure configuration
could be quite different .
Alternate model includes
a large fault which
reduces area of dip
closure significantly.

Discovery

3D seismic grid
Contingent Resources = 54 Million BO

Area where
reservoir
presence is
uncertain

Contingent Resources = 54 Million BO
Confirmed Segment: 23 Million BO and Chance 1
Unconfirmed Segment 1: 15 Million BO and Chance 0.7
Unconfirmed Segment 2: 12 Million BO and Chance 0.42
Unconfirmed Segment 3: 4 Million BO and Chance 0.6

Fig. 19(a, b). A discovery showing multiple segments after 3D seismic.
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The risk assessment identified that unconfirmed segments
1 and 2 share risk of reservoir extension while segment 2
and 3 share the risk of trap presence. The appraisal locations
in each of the 4 risk segments have been evaluated in terms
of the possibility of incremental resources to be upgraded
from unconfirmed to confirmed category from both the
segment drilled and also from any adjacent segments that
would be fully de-risked. The concept of de-risking, when
shared risk is expected between segments, the chance of
development and resources estimation of each appraisal is
summarized below:

Table-3: Post discovery and appraisal risk assessment
including de-risking of different segments

SEGMENTS

Disc
Well

Segment 1 Location: A successful well would
de-risk segment 2 for reservoir risk but not the trap.
The chance of development arrived by multiplying
probability of all contingencies is 0.7 and resources
will be 38 Million BO (23 confirmed + 12 from
segment 1).
Segment 2 Location: A successful well would de-risk
segment 1 for reservoir risk and also segment 3 for
trap risk. The chance of development is 0.42 and
resources will be 54 Million BO (23 confirmed+12
from segment 1+4 from segment 3).

1

2

3

70

42

60

60

60

60

60

70

70

Successful Drilling
Given the Contingent Resources of 54 Million BO for
whole discovery and confirmed resources of 23 Million BO,
the following cases are evaluated:

Segment 3 Location: A successful well would de-risk
segment 2 for trap risk but not the reservoir. The chance
of development is 0.6 and resources will be 2 7 Million
BO (23 confirmed + 4 from segment 3).

Minimum Economic Threshold of 5 Million BO: In this
case the resources already confirmed are economic and the
decision to drill additional wells may simply be for sizing
the project.

Which segment to drill first depends largely on the
resources required to meet or exceed the Minimum
Economic Threshold over the magnitude of the resources
the discovery well has already confirmed. The threshold
can be estimated from the economic evaluation of the project
based on the total Contingent Resources estimated for the
discovery which comprises of th e confirmed and
unconfirmed resources.

Minimum Economic Threshold of 28 Million BO:
Additional drilling is required to confirm additional resource
exceed the minimum economic threshold. Clearly, wells in
segment 1 and 2 would achieve this in case of success. A
well in segment 1 would add 15 Million BO to the confirmed
resources while a well in segment 2 would add 31 Million
BO, as it would de-risk segment 1 (reservoir) and segment
3 (trap) and the resources for these should be considered in

Economic Resources is 5 Million BO
($/bbl used = oil $2/bbl)
(Well Cost $10 Million)
(Value in Million US$)
Segment 1
Adds. Value
(50.2= 53.2(10.7)*10)

(39.6= 45.4(10.42)*10)

(28.4= 32.4(10.60)*10)

Segment 2
Adds. Value

Segment 3
Adds. Value

Value EMV

Chance
0.70
53.2

Resources
38

Value
76.0

+15 Million BO

Value
108.0

+31 Million BO

50.2

Value EMV

0.30

Dry

Chance
0.42
45.4

Resources
54

39.6

Value EMV

0.58

Dry

Chance
0.60
32.4

Resources
27

Value
+4 Million BO
54.0

28.4
Dry

0.40

Do nothing Project Value
46.0
Do Nothing Branch

Resources
23

Value
46.0

Fig. 20. Decision option analysis workflow using Economic Threshold of 5 Million BO
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this option. However, the segments have quite different risk
profiles.
Minimum Economic Threshold of 40 Million BO: There
are two options available, a well in segment 1 and then
segment 2 or a single well in segment 2. Both cases add 32
Million BO to the confirmed resources. The relative costs
and risks of both options need to be considered in this case.
As shown by the decision tree, the preferred options may
vary depending on the commercial reserve threshold that is
required to sanction the project (Figure 20 to 22). Obviously
this idealized scenario will be markedly influenced by
external factors such as contract terms, weather windows,
rig availability, and company strategy and risk averseness
etc., all of which have to be considered in the overall decision
process.

Concluding Remarks
Appraisal of a discovery is the most critical early step in
the overall development cycle of post discovery for an
upcoming project. It lays the foundation for all decisions
related to demonstrating project feasibility, overall
development strategy, ultimate project investment concept
selection and preserving the ability to capture long term
production value from the asset. As the oil and gas industry
pushes into frontier unproduced plays/areas, the oil and gas

Economic Resources is 28 Million BO
($/bbl used = oil $2/bbl)
(Well cost $10 Million)
(Value in Million US$)
Segment 1
Adds. Value
(50.2= 53.2(10.7)*10)

(39.6= 45.4(10.42)*10)

Segment 2
Adds. Value

Segment 3
Adds. Value

Value EMV

industry experience increased uncertainties, higher costs and
increased schedule pressures for appraisal activities. A welldeveloped appraisal strategy and well executed appraisal
campaign will set the stage for success in the following
phases of concept selection, detailed design, execution and
production of any development for maximized whole cycle
project economics under acceptable residual risks.
Evaluation and justification of individual appraisal activity
based on identified key uncertainties, geologic risks and
added “Value of Information” (VOI) helps in minimizing
the unnecessary appraisal and capital expenses. This also
allows building the right team skills and experiencing
covering exploration, development, project engineering and
economics. Finally, it is emphasized that there is no straight
forward and unique process for appraisal activities
visualization, planning and execution. Each discovery will
have its particular complexities, associated key uncertainties
(depending upon the available data/information and offset
analogues), schedule drivers and will require a specific
appraisal plan to assess its potential to support the project
way forward (e.g. continue appraisal activity, exit option or
transfer project to development, Farm-out, etc.) and to arrive
at the optimal development scenario. The appraisal results,
including the project way forward recommendations, should
be critically analyzed following look-back approach and
documented carefully to support the upcoming investment
decisions.

Chance
0.70
53.2

Resources
38

0.30

Dry

Chance
0.42
45.4

Resources
54

0.58

Dry

Value
76.0

+15 Million BO

Value
108.0

+31 Million BO

50.2

Value EMV

39.6

Value EMV

Chance
0.60
0

0

Do Nothing Project Value
0.0

0.40

Do Nothing Branch

Value
Resources
+4 Million BO
27
0
Resources is not Economic
Dry

Resources Value
23
0.0
Confirmed Resources not Economic

Fig.21.Decision option analysis workflow using Economic Threshold of 28 Million BO.
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Economic Resources is 40 Million BO
($/bbl used = oil $2/bbl)
(Well cost $10 Million)
(Value in Million US$)
Segment 1
Adds. Value

Segment 1
Adds. Value

Segment 2
Adds. Value

Value EMV

Chance
0.70
63.8

Resources
38

60.8

Value EMV

0.30
Chance
0.70
45.4

Resources
38

Value
0.0

Resources
54

Value
108.0

0.0

Value EMV

Segment 2

Resources Value
16
32.0
Dry

0.40
Dry

0.30
Chance
0.42
45.4

STOP

+15 Million BO
Resources are not Economic
Dry

+31 Million BO

39.6
Dry

0.58

Segment 3
Adds. Value

Value
76.0

Chance
0.60
15.2

Value EMV

Chance
0.60
0

0

Value
Resources
+4 Million BO
27
0
Resources are not Economic
Dry

0.40
Do Nothing Project Value
0.0
Do Nothing Branch

Resources
23

Value
0.0

Confirmed Resources are not Economic

Fig. 22. Decision option analysis workflow using Economic Threshold of 40 Million BO
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APPLICATION FORM
for Ph.D. Thesis Awarded for the period ______________

�

�

Name of the candidate :

Date of Birth

:

Address for
Correspondence

:

Phone/Fax/email

:

Title of the doctoral
thesis

:

Department

:

University

:

Date of announcement
:
of the award of Ph.D
Thesis

(Acceptance letter/notification/degree from the
concerned University/Institute may please be enclosed)

Enclosure No.:

Enclose the following in both hard copy and soft copy* format
1. A Copy of the Thesis
2. Summary of the significant work in 1000 words
(Important figures may be included)
3. Milestone contribution in the thesis in the opinion of
the candidate to justify his/her nomination (500 words)
4. Publications based on thesis work
*The soft copy of the enclosures along with the scanned copy of the Application form to be sent by an
email to aegindiageophysics@yahoo.com

Place

:

Date

:
Signature of the Candidate

Signature of the guide/Head of
the Department/Head of the Institution.

The Applications must be sent to

The Secretary
Association of Exploration Geophysicists
# 12-13-266, Street No.15, Tarnaka, Hyderabad - 500 017, India.
Phone: (040) 40259557
Email: aegindiageophysics@yahoo.com
www.aegind.org

ASSOCIATION OF EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICISTS

Sriram Srinivasan Award
Association of Exploration Geophysicists with an aim of encouraging and promoting scientists
and professionals in geophysics/geology in India is sponsoring an award in each (calendar) year
from 2016 to be known as the “Sriram Srinivasan Award”. This award is in honour and
remembrance of late Shri.Sriram Srinivasan, an alumini of IIT Kharagpur and pioneer in the
Indian Mining Industry in promoting the application of computer aided tools in exploration and
mine planning. The cash prize for the award is being sponsored by Datacode, Nagpur.
Sriram Srinivasan Award is to be awarded each year to a geophysicist/geologist for his
professional excellence, outstanding work and significant contributions in exploration geophysics/
geology and related geosciences.
The award consists of a cash prize of Rs.25,000/-, a citation and a plaque.

Nomination and Selection.
Nominations for consideration for the award are invited from eligible Indian professional
geophysicist/geologists. Nomination can be made by AEG Executive Committee members and
Heads of Organisations. The nomination shall specify: (i) Name and address of nominee; (ii)
Summary of the work done by the nominee which will form the basis for nomination (about 200
words) stating whether the work (part or whole) has been recognized for any other prize or
award; (iii) a longer statement (not exceeding 1000 words) providing additional information
regarding the career of the nominee (iv) list of nominee’s published works.
Nominations are to be submitted along with the enclosures both as hard copy and in electronic
form by email to aegindiageophysics@yaho.com before the due date. The awardee will be decided
by the Award Committee of eminent geoscientists nominated by the President,AEG. The
committee will be empowered to consult experts in the field, if necessary
Last date for receipt of nominations is 16th August, 2016 and the name of the awardee will be
announced by 30th September, 2016.
The award will be conferred at the AEG’s Annual convention scheduled in October,2016.
No interim queries will be entertained and canvassing in any form will disqualify the
nomination. In all matters of the Sriram Srinivasan Award, the decision of the Award Committee,
nominated by the President, AEG shall be final.
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developer and manufacturer of
relative, absolute, dynamic and
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marine, airborne and borehole
applications. To name a few
instruments:

- A10 Absolute Gravimeter
- MGS-6 Marine Gravimeter
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www.microglacoste.com
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Scintrex Limited is a world leader in the
development, manufacturing and sales of
state-of-the-art geoscientific sensors
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government, academic, environmental
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